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ABSTRACT
Muharnrnad Rarnadhan Aril (20 I 9) The Influence ol Reading tnterest and Self'-
Efficacy on Reading Comprehension of the
Tenth Grade Students at As-Shofa Islarnic
Senior High School Pekanbaru
This research was airned to investigate the influence of reading interest and
self-efficacy on reading comprehension of the tenth grade students at As-Shofa
Islamic Senior High School Pekanbaru. The data were collected through reading
interest questionnaire, self-efficacy questionnaire and a reading comprehension test.
This research was correlational research design using quantitative method. The
sub-iect of the research was the tenth grade students of As-Shofa Islamic Senior High
School Pekanbaru consisting 5 classes. The research sample was taken by using
propoilional stratified randorn sarnpling technique frorn 5 of which each class had
diflerent numbers of students. The total population was 150 shldents and the total
sample rvas 50 students. Pearson's product mornent and rnultiple regression forrnula
rvere used to analyze the data. The research findings showed that first, there was no
srgnificant influence of reading interest on students' reading comprehension whereby
0.268 > 0.05. Second, there was a significant influence of self-efficacy or students'
reading comprehension whereby 0.012 < 0.05. Third, there was a significant
iufluence of readurg interest and self-efficacl on students' reading cornprehension
whereby 0.034'.:0.05 at As-Shol'a Islamic Senior High School.
Kcyr.r,ord : Readtng Interest, Self'-Ufficacy, Readiug Cornprehension
ABSTRAK
Muhammad Rar.nadhan Arif (2019) : Pengamh Minat Baca dan Efikasi Diri
Terhadap Pemahaman Membaca Siswa
Kelas Sepuluh di SMA Islam As-Shofa
Pekanbaru
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menginvestigasi pengaruh minat baca dan efikasi
diri terhadap pemahaman membaca siswa kelas sepuluh di SMA Islan As-Shofa
Pekanbaru. Data dikumpulkan melalui kuesioner minat baca, kuesioner efikasi diri
dan tes perrahaman membaca. Penelitian ini adalah penelitian desain korelasi
menggunakan metode kuantitatil'. Subjek penelitian adalah siswa SMA As-Shofa
kelas sepulult terdri dari lirna kelas. Pengambilan sampel pada penelitian ini melalui
metode sampel acak berstrata proporsional dari lirna kelas yang masing-masing kelas
memiliki jurnlah sisrva yang berbeda. Junlah populasi 150 siswa dan sarnpel 50
sisrva. Momen-produk Pearson dan regresi berganda digunakan untuk menganalisa
data. Hasil akhir dari penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa pertarna, tidali ada pengaru[.r
signifikan rninat baca terhadap pelnahaman membaca dengan nilai 0.028 > 0.05.
Kedua, adanya pengaruh signifikan efikasi dti terhadap pemahaman membaca
dengan nilai 0.012 < 0.05 Ketiga, adanya peugarulr signifikan alltara minat baca dan
efikasi diri terhadap pemahaman membaca dengan nilai 0.034 < 0.05 di SMA Islarn
As-Shofa Pekanbaru.
Kata Kunci :Minat baca. Efikasi diri. Peuraharnan Membaca
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1.1 Background of the Study
Everyone u,ould agree that reading is one of the important language skills for
students to possess in leaming English. They need to understand and build the
meaning ofwhat they read in order to get information and add their knowledge from
written texts. According to Anderson (1985, p. 148), reading is the process of
constructing meaning from written texts. It is one of the complex skills requiring
the coordination of a number of interrelated sources of information. Reading not
only involves seeing the texts, but also absorbing the rneaning. In other words, it is
an activity to provide a response or reaction which produces the understanding.
Acccording to William (1998), there are two kinds of reading, initial reading
and reading comprehension. Initia[ reading refers to the activities done by someone
who is in the beginning level of leaming to read. He is still leaming horv to read
alphabets, letters, words, and phrases. On the other hand, reading comprehension
refers to an activity that aims to understand a particular text, starting from literal the
meaning of sentences to the interpretation of the text. According to Tarigan (2008)
reading comprehension is a kind of reading that aims to understand what is being
read that is to examine more caretully the reading material in context. Therefore,
rea<Jers need to use all their capabilities in order to digest the contents of what they
are reading. With this ability, the readcrs can achieve the ultitrate goal of reading,
that is. a iull understanding ol a tert.
1
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According to Harras (1997), the factors that aflect the level of reading
comprehension depend on (1) students , (2) the family, (3) culture" and (4) the
situation of the school. Students must concern their learning as well the parents
support their learning by giving a guidance at home which includes leaming the
cultures. Also, the school plays a role to facilitate a convenient situation and tools
for the students.
Furthermore, teachers have an important role in facilitating students as the
readers, the reading text and the text author (Wallace, 2003). Here, the teacher
becomes a mediator of comprehension in delivering meaning and moral lesson of a
text to the students. While comprehending the text, the students are showing their
attitudes, motivation, background knolvledge and personal interests.
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) means using English as an additional
language in a non-English speaking country. Here, Engtish does not play a
historical and govemmental role; rather, it is used as a tool for international
cotntnunication, education, and so forth. Indonesia is one of the countries that
applies EFL. In the context ofTeaching English as a Foreign Language in Indonesia
(TEFLIN), the teacher mostly focuses his/her teaching on reading skill rather than
other three skills in the English class.
'lhcr; arl tuc g.-ncril rcasons .;hy roaCing skill gets more emphasizc in
teaching English as a fbreign language in Indonesia. First, English is used by the
studenls in lndonesia u,hen they learn thrs subject in class but they do not practice
reading much outside. Also, English teaching is performed by using both English
and Bahasa lndonesia with different percentages, or even overall in Bahasa
Indonesia (Hadi, 2006) Consequently, the students are not active to use English
outside the class as teachers use more Bahasa Indonesia than English as a matter of
t-act.
Second, reading comprehension is a skill that is dilficult and complex. This
is evident lrorn the literacy levels of students at senior high schools which is still
quite lorv. One of the activities that reveals the lack of reading comprehension is
the Program for Intemational Student Assessment (PISA) in 2015. It showed the
level of literacy of Indonesia was placed 626 from 72 countries participating in the
test. The average of reading score result was 397, rvhile the literacy score of the
OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) was 500
(Korrpasiana, 20 l8) .
As-Shofa Islamic Senior High School is one of the prestigious schools in
Indonesia located in Pekanbaru, Riau province. At this school English is taught four
hours a week ivilh a time allocation of 80 minutes lbr one meeting. Based on the
syllabus for the tenth grade of Senior High School, three reading texts are taught at
this level; that is, descriptive text, recount text and narrative text. This school
implements the 2013 Curriculum which integrates the four skills (speaking,
listening, reading and rwiting) in English subject. However, reading is the main
rraterial through which three other skills are inlegrated.
The minirnunr score lbr English subject at this school is 75 ivhich is not for
the students at As-Shofa to reach. [t is noted in the context of EFL reading is
considered as the most dominant skill. In other words, the score of 75 reflects
reading comprehension score. According to Bradford (2007) and Hadi (2019),
lndonesian school students have unsatisfactory Engtish proliciency and
communication ability- Also, lndonesia is one of the countries which is in the low
English proficiency level intemationally (EF EPI, 201 8).
Based on preliminary research conducted at As-Shofa lslamic Senior High
School on July 22'd 2019, many students of the tenth grade had difficulties in
comprehending the reading texts and could be categorized as poor readers. It was
proven when the researcher intervierved and shared ideas with an English teacher
there. It was informed that some of the students had difliculties to determine main
idea, find the specific information, find the refbnce, find the inference and
understand vocabulary. They got difticulty in answering the questions from the tert.
Based on the problerns above, some of the students failed to achieve the minimum
standard score for English subject at this school. The students' achievement
indicated that their reading comprehension rvas not significant yet to reach the
target.
Some gaps were discovered between policy theory and practice. It can be seen
by following description. The students had low score in reading comprehension
although they have high interest tn reading textbooks, novels, stories, text and etc.
They also had high beliel in their capability to produce specitic outcomes
According to Fahrurrozi (2017). there is a significant correlation betrveen reading
interest with reading corrprehension. His idea matches the staternent about sell--
4
effrcacy made by Barkley (2006) who stated that students' self-efficacy beliefs were
statistically and signifi cantly correlated with reading comprehension.
Reading comprehension refers to a sophisticated interaction toward
automatic and strategic cognitive processes that allorv the reader to build mental
description of the text (Broek & Espin, 2012). Various programs are designed to
improve reading comprehension. However, many students progess each year
rvithout the necessary reading skills. In general, reading cornprehension includes
numerous factors that will assist the students in leaming. They are background
knowledge, vocabulary, and fluency.
Background knoivledge involves both students' experience and literary
knowledge. It helps students connect what they already know to the text they are
reading. This condition will rnake them to become active readers. Mastering
vocabulary means recognizing a word's definition, useful context clues, part of
speech etc. It will help students improve their reading comprehension. Fluency in
reading allows students to keep inlbrmation with accurac,v-, expression and
increased speed. The ability to read fluently develops through reading practice. The
students who become fluent readers will use less time to interpret the meaning of
words and more time to analyze the overall meaning ofthe sentences. (Hart, 2010)
llo\1;., cr. i llic toritert uiAs-Slii;la Sr:n;.,i' I i;gh Scliooi. thcii .rri ii\c oth.i
iactors inf'luencing reading comprehension that have not been erplored. 'Ihe first
facrcr is reading interest. Interest in roading is the desire 01- the i dlvidual to do the
reading. Reading interests lvill be able to grow rf someone early accustomed to
5
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reading. Rahim (2005, p. 28) pointed out that reading interest is a strong desire
accompanied by someone efforts to read. The students with high interest usually
read more and find i1 useful and enjoyable (Beale, 2004). They will spend their time
by reading than doing other activities and try to lbcus and absorb it. Besides, having
high motivation and attempt to read book are also the indications of interest in
reading,
The second factor that influences students' reading comprehension is
students' self-efficacy. Bandura (1997) stated that self-efficacy affects how people
think of themselves. their level of motivation, their affective state and actions.
These are determined by what they think the-v are capable ofrather than the reality
of rvhat they actually are. If people have high positive self-efficacy about learning
a foreig'n language, then they will believe that they have the power and abilities to
reach this goal. Otherwise, people who have low self-efficacy think that they do not
own the porver and abilities to learn a language, thus they give up from the start.
Based on the explanations and problems above, the researoher was
encouraged to conduct a research particularly concerns reading comprehension
entitled "The Influence of Reading Interest and Self-Efficacy on Reading
Comprehension of the Tenth Grade Students at As-Shofa Islamic Senior High
School Pekanbaru".
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1.2 Statement of the Problem
Reading should be given the $eatest attention in any level of education.
Similarly, Moats (2005) and Westwood (2008) said that reading is the fundamental
skill upon which all levels formal education involve. It means that students rvho do
not learn reading will not easily master other skills and gain desired knowledge.
As-shofa Senior High School is one ofthe reputable schools in Pekanbaru.
Nonetheless, reading ccmprehension still becomes the problem that students face
in English class. Based on the background ofthe study above, many students were
not able to comprehend the text well. They had difficulties to determine main idea,
find the specific information, find the refence, find the inference and understand
vocabulary ofa text. Therefore, they had difficulty in answering the questions from
the texl
The National Reading Panel (2000) describe five points that teacher should
apply when teaching students to read or to help thern in improving reading skills.
These points are understanding strategy instruction, guided oral reading practice,
phonemic awareness, teaching in phonetics and vocabulary instruction. That is to
reading comprehension is influenced by linguistic and non-linguistic factors.
Linguistic factors are the factors that affect the language, whereas non-linguistic
factors are the factors that affect things outside the language. Linguistic iactors
encompass grammar, vocabulary, spelling etc. NonJinguistic f'actors encompass
background knowledge, reading interest, self-efficac1', etc.
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Reading interest and self-efficacy ars two ol the factors that contribute to
influence students' reading comprehension. Rahayu (2009) stated that reading
interest is a condition when someone can feel happy in reading, and also know the
advantages of reading. Self-efhcacy ref-ers to an individuals' belief in their capacity
to achieve specific tasks which has a strong influence on levels of persistence and
the choices they make regarding which activities to pursue (Mills, 2006)-
Furthermore, As-Shofa Senior High School is the school where students from
educated middle-class to upper-class family are enrolled. Because of this, it has
potential for the students to have good reading interest and self-efficacy. According
Krueger (2004), various contributions support the view that financial constraints
significantly impact on educational attainment.
There have been some researches that investigate the influence of reading
interest or sell--efficacy on students' reading comprehension at other schools and
universities. However, it is not yet known whether in the context ofAs-Shofa Senior
High School, reading interest and self-eflicacy influence reading comprehension.
For this reason, As-Shofa rvas chosen as the plac to conduct the reasearch.
1.3 Delimitation of the Problem
This research focused on the influence ofreading interest and selt--efficacy on
reading cornprchcnsion ol thc tenth grade students at As=Shofa lslamic Senicr l iigl'l
School Pekanbaru. It has been knorvn that there are tlvelve kinds oftext in English,
narnely- descriptrve, procedure, review'. recount, narrative, report. sp<rrf.
advertisement, announcement, anecdote, new item and explanation text.
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Considering time, energy and budget, this research was only limited to narrative,
descriptive, and recount texts as English material in the reading test. The difficulty
level ofthe texts lested was average.
In order to measure students' reading comprehension, students rvere asked to
examine more carefully the reading materials. This activity was limited to
answering multiple choices in the reading test. Furthermore, reading interest and
self effrcacy rvere measured by using a set of questionnaire. The muttiple choice
test and questionnaire rvere intended to simplily the data analysis and to make it
easy for the students to answer.
1.4 Purpose of the Research
This research was conducted to fulfitl the follorving objectives:
l. To investigate the influence ofreading interest on reading comprehension of
the tenth grade students at As-Shofa lslamic Senior High School Pekanbaru.
2. To investigate the influence ofself-efficacy on reading comprehension ofthe
tenth grade students at As-Shofh Islarnlc Senior High School Pekanbaru.
3. To investigate the influence of reading interest and self-efticacy on reading




Based on the limitation of the problern above, the research questions are
formulated in the lbllowing queslions:
[. Is there any significant influence of reading interest on reading
comprehension of the tenth grade students at As-Shofa lslamic Senior High
School Pekanbaru?
2. [s there any significant influence of self-efficacy on reading comprehension
ol the tenth grade students at As-Shofa Islamic Senior High School
Pekanbaru?
3. Is there any significant influence of reading interest and self-e{ficacy on
reading comprehension ofthe tenth grade students at As-Shofa Islamic Senior
High School Pekanbaru?
1.6 Significance of the Research
Rahim (2005) pointed out that reading interest is a strong desire accompanied
by someone effo(s to read. Someone who has high reading interest will be seen in
his willingness to get reading materials and read them on his orln consciousness or
encouragement from outside. According to Bandura, self-efficacy is the main factor
that constitutes one's self system (cognitive skills, attitude and abilities, including
self-efficacy) and becomes fundamental on how individuals perceive, respond and
cope the situalions indaily life. Thus" this factor also gives contribution to students'
learning.
Reading has an irnpo(ant role in learning English. The students especiall-v- at
senior high school should learn reading. They should master and comprehend the
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materials. [t is very essential for the students to have reading interest and selt--
efticacy trnding their capability, in what part that they should develop and they
make themselves feel confident. These two aspects improve student's reading
conrprehension.
This research is expected to be useful, especially in teaching reading
theoretically and practically. Theoretically, the results of this research are expected
to verify whether the theories which state that there is a significant influence of
reading interest and self-efficacy on reading comprehension of the tenth grade
students at As-Shot'a Islamic Senior High School Pekanbaru
Practically, this research is expected to be able to create positive contribution
to the students' reading interest and self-effrcacy so that they can leam to
comprehend the text well by knorving these factors. Also, this research is hopefully
able to tind the solution to the problems that students face in reading
comprehension.
This research also helps the teacher to pay attention to other aspects outside
teaching preparation like students' reading interest and self-efficacy. Knowing
these aspects" the teacher is encouraged to be more careful and creative to provide
suitable material especially in reading comprehension. Thus, the teacher can
pro-,'idc good tr-aching and crcatc an actil'c learning process. Iurther.rrore, the




1.1 Definition of Key Terms
A number of terminologies are used in this research. So, in order to avoid
misunderstanding and misinterpretation, the terms used are defined as in the
following:
Reading Interest refers to the motivation to read, to respond affectively, to
seek, and to enlarge self-understanding and sense of self-worth through
reading (Mark, 2004, p.50). On its own part, reading interest is individual
needs in understanding and self-curiosity tkough reading. in this study
reading interest refers to the reading interest ofthe tenth grade students at As-
Shofa Senir High School Pekanabru.
Self-Efficacy ret-ers to a particular type of expectancy related to one's belief
in his or her ability to accomplish a specific action or series ofactions needed
to produce a result (Bandura, 1997). In this study self-efficacy refers to the
self-efficacy of the tenth gade students of As-Shofa Senior High School
Pekanabru.
Reading Comprehension refers to a multi-constituent that consists of rnany
interactions between readers and what they carry to the text (prior knowledge,
experience, strategy use) as well as aspects pertaining to the text itself(Janet,




RE\,'tEW OF RELATED LITERATTIRIi
This chapter reviews the theories and previous studies that are rele'ant to the
investigalion oi the inf'ruence of reading interest and self-ericacy on students.
reading comprehension. The chapter covers reading comprehension, reading
interest, self-eflicacy, relevant research, operational concept, assumption an.
hypothesis The details of theoretical review and conceptuar framervork are
presented belorv
2.1 Reading Comprehension
2.1.1 Understanding Reading Comprehension
Reading plays a key role by rvhich people communicate rvith each other
through written texts with comprehension. various theories on reading may come
up with different definitions but rvith the same meaning as can be seen as in the
following:
According to Anderson ( 19g5. p l4g). reading is the process of constructing
meaning tiom written texts. pardo (2004) stated that comprehension is an action
that the readers establish meaning by associating with text through background
knowledge, experience, information in the text, and the readers, perspective to the
text' comprehension is an activc process rvhich the readers brings their individuar
atlitudes. interests. and expectations to the terls.
Reading comprehension consists of not only readers, responses to text but
also other components. lr refers to a sophisticated interaction toward automatic and
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strategic cognitive processes that allow the reader to buitd mental description ofthe
text (Broek & Espin, 20i2). Furthermore, Janet, Sharon and Allison (2007, p g)
stated reading comprehension is a multi-constituent that consists of many
interactions between readers and rvhat they carry to the text (prior knowledge,
experience, strategy use) as well as aspects pertaining to the text itself (interest in
text, understanding of text types). In other words, reading comprehension is a
complex process ofconstructing meaning by coordinating a number ofskills related
to decoding, rvord reading, and fluency and the integration of background
knowledge. vocabulary, and previous experience.
Reading is an interactive process betrveen reader's prior knowledge about
given topic and tvhat the author writes. There are two concepts of reading
comprehension (Nunan, 1991).
1) Bottom-up
Bottom-up is the process to find out the information only after the act
of reading activities. It means that the readers' understanding ofthe text rvill
depend on ttre meaning olthe words, sentences, and paragraphs. The rneaning
of the rvords contributes to the meaning or a sentence, a sentence to a
paragraph and so on.
2) Top-down
Top-down reading is the process where the reader can find out the
infbrmation ofthe text and understanding the text based on their knorvledge
about the text. Many readers do not fully understand about the text, because
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they have not appropriate background knowledge about it. ln order to read
confidently, students should understand what they read.
Nuttal (1985) stated that there are five reading skills that should be mastered
by reader to comprehend the text deeply, they are as follows:
a. Determining main idea.
Determining idea refers to an ability finding the main point of the text
by reviewing the text and looking for repetition of ideas/words.
b. Finding the specific information or part oftext
Finding the specific information or part of text is detecting for the
certain information related to the objective in mind.
c. Finding reference
Reference is the intentional use of a thing to point something else in
that one provides the required information to interpret the other. Finding
reference refers to interpreting and determining one linguistic
expression to another.
d. Making inference
Inference is summary or conclusion drawn based on the text. Finding




Understanding vocabulary means comprehending what the certain
rvord means. When someones' vocabulary mastery improves,
comprehension will be deeper and more accurate. Since comprehension
is main objective of reading, the reader cannot underestimate the
importance of vocabulary development.
2.1.2 Categories of Reading Comprehension
Broim (2001) stated that there are two categories of reading comprehension
as follows:
1) Microskills for reading comprehension:
a. Discriminate among the distinctive graphemes and orthographic
pattems of English.
b. Retain chunks of language ol different lengths in short-term memory.
c. Process rvriting at an efficient rate ofspeed to suit the purpose.
d. Recognize a core of rvords. interpret word order patterns and their
significance.
e. Recognize grammatical word classes (nouns, verbs, etc.), systems (e.g.,
tense, agreement. pluralization), patterns, rules, and elliptical forms.




2) Macroskills for reading comprehension
a. Know compacted devices in written text and their role in signaling the
relationship between and among clauses.
b. Know the rhetorical fbnns of written text and their significance tbr
interpretation.
c. Know the communicative functions of written texts both form and
purpose.
d. Conclude context that is implicit by using prior knowledge.
e. Conclude links and connections events, summarize causes and effects,
and tind the relationship in main idea, supporting idea, new and given
information, generalization, and giving examples.
I Diff'erentiate between explicit and implicit meaning.
g. Find culturally certain references and interpret them in a circumstance
ofthe suitable cultural schemata.
h. Establish and use reading strategies, such as scanning and skimming,
knorving the meaning of rvords from context, and activating schemata
for the interpretation of texts.
On the other hand, Rivers and Temperley said that the macro-skills imply the
reader's focus on the larger elements such as (Nunan, 200 1);
a. l-o obtain intbrmation fbr some objectrves or have curiosity about some
topics.
b. To obtain instruction on hou to perlirrm some tasks fbr work or daily
life.
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c. To ac1 in apply, play a game do the puzzle
d. To keep in touch with friend by correspondence or to understand
business letters
e. To know when and where something rvill take place and what is
available
f. To know what is happening or happened
g. For enjoyment or excitement
Finally, skilled reader may employ one type of process more than the other
when the situation allorvs them to do this without affecting their comprehension.
However, less able readers may tend to rely too much on one type of processing
with the results of poorer comprehension.
2.1,3 The Process of Reading Comprehension
There are some processes that involve in teaching reading comprehension to
the student that gets difliculties. .lanette, Sharon and Allison (2007, p. 9) described
five basic comprehension processes that work together sirnultaneously and
complement one another, they are:
1. Microprocesses
Microprocessing refers to the reader's initial chunking (remembering




As the reader proceeding through a sentence, he is processing more than
the individual meaning units within some sentences.
3. Macroprocesses
Ideas are understandable and easy to remember when the reader is
capable of organizing them in a coherent way.
4. ElaborativeProcesses
When someone reads, he uses background knowledge and make
inferences beyond points explained explicitly in the tex1.
5. MetacognitiveProcesses
Metacognition refers to reader's intentional awareness or control of
cognitive processes. The metacognitive processes that the reader uses are
those involved monitoring understanding, selecting what to remember, and
regulating the strategies used when reading.
The teacher can provide lhe students by teaching fluenoy skills lor
comprehension on reading. A few pointers to lacilitate fluency include the
tbllowing:
l) Monitor students' progress in reading by asking them to read
inlilrmation passages at thc gradc ler el 1ou are teaching. Calculate thc
correct rvords read per rninute. Ask students to see their impror ernent
bv graphing results
2) Ask students to reread diflicult passages.
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3) Ask students to work rvith peer partners to read and reread passages.
4) Identify key words and proper nouns and pre-teach prior white asking
students to read text.
5) Students' fluency increases when they listen to books or text on tape
prior to reading independently.
6) Give opportunities to students to showcase their reading by asking
them to prepare a passage or dialogue to read aloud to the class.
Advanced preparation applies students to read and reread material-
an effective practice for increasing fluency.
7) Names of people, places, and things are often difficult to read; teach
these prior to reading.
The good readers should have skills and strategies as follows:
l) Quick and accurate word reading
2) Applying goals for reading
3) Making the structure and organization oftext
4 ) Monitoring their understanding while reading
5) Creating mental notes and summaries
6) Making predictions about what will occur, checking them as they go
along, revising and evaluating them.
7) Capitalizing on rvhat thet'knos about the subject and combining that
with the new learning
8) Making int'erences
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9) Using mental images such as visualization to help them in rnemorizing
or understanding events or characters.
2.1.4 Assessing Reading Comprehension
Assessment refers to a systematic approach to collect information and make
inference about students' ability which can be done by test, interview, observation,
questionnaires (Richards & Schmidt, 2002). According to Brown (2004),
assessment is an ongoing process that encompasses a much wider domain. Thus,
assessment is a process to know students' ability by using instruments ofcollecting
information. Brown (2004) mentioned some possible activities which can be done
in term ofselective reading, they are.
a. Multiple-Choice
The most popular method of assessing the reading comprehension is
multiple-choice fbmat- Its purpose is to make it eas;er to adrninister and can
be scored quickly.
b. Matching Tasks
ln this type, the students are simply to respond correctly by matching
reading material with the appropriate format. Thus, the students are required
to observe the pragmatic interpretations ola signed and labeled things.
c. Editing Tasks
In terms of editing task. it relers 1rl a method for assessing linguistic
competence in reading In this type, the students are required 1o edit and
delect the errors tn the \wtllcn l)assages
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d. Picture-Cued Tasks
ln this term, the students look at picture-cued tasks lor perceptive
recog,nition of symbols and words. They read a sentence or passage and
choose one ofpictures to be described.
e. Gap-Filling Tasks (Fill in the Blank)
In this type, the students are required to complete the sentence by filling
the blank.
In this research, multiple choice is recommended, because it is more reliable
than other assessments. McDonald (2002:83) stated that the multiple choice format
can be used to asses a wide range of learning outcolnes across all cognitive levels.
Muttiple choice items are adjustable to all types of subject matter; their scoring is
accurate and efficient and they provide students with practice tbr the {pe of items
that they are possibly encountered on mostly exams.
2.1.5 The Ways to lmprove Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension is very important to bc mastered. To comprehend
reading, someone should know the strategies and ability to understand the meaning.
Brown (1994, p. 291) pointed out that the airn of teaching reading is to make
students become effective readers. In order to get the target, the teacher needs to
use the strategies ofreading comprehension. Sorne strategies are related to bottom
up procedures and others enhanoe the top-dorvn process. It means that, there are
some ways in order to improve studenls' reading tert conr prehensittn. They are as
Ibllows.
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a. ldentify the purpose ofreading
Etficient reading consists of clearly identifying the purpose in reading
sotnething. The teacher knows rvhat he is looking for and discard potential
distracting information. Whenever the teacher is teaching a reading
technique, make sure students know their purpose in reading something.
b. Use efficient silent reading techniques for relatively rapid
comprehension
If the teachers are teaching beginning level students, this particular
strategy rvill not apply because they are still struggling with the control ofa
limited vocabulary and grammatical patterns. Horvever" intennediate level
students do not need to be speed-readers, but the teachers can help them
increase ethciency by teaching a few silent reading rules.
1 ) Try to visually perceive more than one word at a time, preferably phrases.
2) Unless a word is absolutely critical to universal understanding. skip over
it and try its rneaning tkough its context.
3 ) Teachers do not need to "pronounce" each rvord.
c. Skimming
In skimming the reader focuses on silent reading and goes through text
quickly, no need to notice every word but try to get the rnain idea ofrvhat the
text is aboul. This is also known as gelting the gist of the text. l'he more
background knowledge that a reader brings to skimrning- the taster the
skimrning speed is likel.,- to be. Skirnrn ing gii es readers the beneflts to predict
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the objective of the passage, the main topic, and some of the developing or
supporting ideas.
d. Scanning
Scanning is fast searching for some certain piece of information in a text.
It is a practice that asks students to find out names or dates, to find a definition
of a key concept, or to list certain specific intbrmation without reading the
whole tefi. For academic English, scanning is absolutely significant.
e. Semantic mapping or clustering
Readers can easily be confused by a long sequence of ideas or events.
The strategy of semantic mapping or grouping ideas into meaningful clusters
help the reader provides solution to the passage. Making sernantic rnaps can
be done individually, but the students can make for a productive group rvork
technique as they collectively induce order to a passage.
f. Guessing
The students e-an use guessing for their advantage to guess about a
cultural reference and content messages. The teacher can assist students to
become correct guessers by motivating them. This is the effective strategy
that students fill gaps in their competence by using whatever hints are
accessiblc to thcm.
Based on the points above, there are many ways to comprehend rvhen reading.
It is better to analyze and choose rvhich one is appropriate and easier for students
to comprehend in reading.
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2.1.6 Factors lnfluencing Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension is related to factors that are known to inf'luence the
comprehension lor all readers. These f'actors involve individuals and situational
fbctors. According to Donoghue (2006, p. 75), these two thctors can be classifled
into some point as follows:
a. Purpose
Purpose focuses on the readers' attention and helps thern understand the
text. The teacher monitors and facilitates students to focus on reading activity
in the classrootn- Self-directed purpose is better to promote the feeling that
leads students to independent reading. Students can make individual
prediction about their reading and this prediction becomes a purpose in
reading. In conclusion, the comprehension is stronger when the purpose is
specific.
b. Being an active reader
During reading, the active readers use their prior knowledge and their
vocabulary in order to help them to comprehend what they are reading
presently.
c. Type oftext
Children rvho have experience rvith story book may find ditficutty rvith
expository or infbrmational materials. So, they should be introduced early
about the concepl, vocabulary, and pattem oleach different type ofthe texl.
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If the reading material is not familiar to students, it is difficult tbr them to
comprehend the text.
d. The quality ol literacy rnstruction
The quality is related to the management aspects of classroom leaming
process, such as planning, scheduling, and students' personality. Here,
students maintain an environment characterized by fair rules, high
expectations, and motivated learning atmosphere. This also helps to monitor
students' learning about how they organize their work habits and use their
time productively.
e. lnterest
When children are curios about a subject, they will seek the information
and discover answers to satisfy their curiosity. So, they try and retry to get the
knowledge and experience about something.
f. Independentpractice
The students tend to choose their type ofbook that the-v want. Then. they
read, re-read, and practice their ability to comprehend the meaning. ln this
case, the students not only read a book, but also have the opportunity to
discuss and share it with classmates.
From these points, students should knorv everl, single thing that occurs rvhen
they are reading. 'l-o get deeper comprehension in reading, students need to prepare
themselves in reading activities by applying certain startegy, anall,zing the text etc.
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Teacher also pays attention with aspects that support and help students to achive
reading goals.
2.2 Reading Interest
2.2.1 Defining Reading Interest
According to Winkel (1995), interest is a feeling of psychic statement
indicating the concentration ol attention on an object, because the object is
interesting itself. [t is characterized by increased attention, concentration, and affect
(Hidi,2001)
There is a general agreement among researchers about the distinction between
two types ofinterest, they are situational and individual interest. Situational interest
is evoked rather suddenly by something in the environment focusing on attention
and represents an action that may or may not have a long-term effect on the
individuals' knowledge and value systems. ln other words, it may or may not
develop into a long-standing individual interest (Boekaerts & Boscolo, 2002). The
second type of interest- indivrdual or personal interest, refers to a relatively'
enduring predisposition to attendto events and objects, andto reengage in activities.
This predisposition develops slowly, tends to be long-lasting and is associated with
increased knowledge and values (Krapp, 2002).
Krapp (2002) detined indir.idual interest as a stable pref'erence fbr certain
topics or domains, whereas srtuational interest is aroused by characteristics ol'the
task such as the topic. Students rvith high interest in reading are highly dependent
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on their individual interest in certain topic or content. The discussion of this topic
ol reading is commonly knorvn as topic interest.
Generally, the students with high interest in the topic oftext being read are
considered having more interest and enjoyment ofthe story. Onthe contrarv, when
students wrth low topic interest for a text, they were more likely to stop reading
rvhen given the opportunity and feeling bored while reading. ln addition, there are
two components of topic interest (Fulmer & Fritjers, 2011). The first is a value-
related component. It refers to a relation between a person's expectation and goals.
In other words, the object ofinterest is valuable, important, or useful lor that person.
The latter component is the feeling-related component. It refers to positive feeling
and activation such as the feeling ofexciting or entertaining toward the topic being
read.
Several studies have tried to identifo the conditions which trigger interest
during reading - cognitive and emotional interest. According to Kintsch (1980),
cognitive interest is activated by unexpected information, whereas emotional
interest is activated by emotionally loaded topics such as murder, sex or power.
Critical factors that may stimulate cognitive interest during reading are surprise,
novelty, and incongruity of information within a text. Moreover, importance and
reflection are more reiated to the cognitive side of interest.
A text is made emotionally interesting by the presence of highly vivid
cletrtents. represented by sensational or conlroversial topics (Lehman, Schraw.
McCrudden. & Hartlev, 2007. Schraw, Bruning, & Svoboda, 1995). 'fhus, the
various dimensions of situational interest, although frequently used, do not appear
to be clearly differentiated in the literature. In fact, a reader's interest when reading
a text is not a unique response, but rnay be diflerent in relation to the information
conveyed by the diffbrent parts or segments ofthe text.
The distinction between cognitive and emotional interest underlies research
on seductive details. These are elements that are scarcely important to the main
ideas ofthe text, but may strike the reader because they deal with sensational topics
such as romantic intrigue, sex or violent death. The effects of seductive details on
leaming fiom texl have been investigated by providing students with different
versions ofa text: with and u,ithout details. For instance, in one of the first studies
on this topic, Wade and Adams ( 1990) distinguished four types of text information
in a biography by combining the tw'o dimensions ofinterestingness and importance.
The main ideas of a text are important and interesting, lactual details are importrant
bu1 not interesting, rvhile seductive detail is interesting but irrelevant. Finally, trivia
is nerther irnpo(ant nor interesting. Research has demonstrated, rvith mixed results,
that seductive detail negatively affects learning from tefi because it tends to
interfere with the integration ofprincipal ideas in a coherent representation because
of its vividness (Schraw & Lehman, 2001).
Basically, rnterest is very needed in everything. In the process ol learning,
interest rvill intluence the students to fbllow teaching and learning activity. lnterest
ivill make thc students pay attention to the teacherto create posittvc response.
Positive response helps teacher and sludents tn transf-erring knorvledge in learning
process. According to Sadoski (2004), reading interest motivates reader to
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comprehend the main idea of reading. So that, reading interest is the basic point to
comprehend the idea ofthe text.
Rahim (2005, p. 28) pointed out that reading interest is a strong desire
accompanied by someone efforts to read. Someone who has high reading interests
will be seen in his willingness to get reading materials and read them on his own
consciousness or encouragement from outside.
According to Mark (2004, p. 50), reading interest is motivation to read, to
respond affectively, to seek, and to enlarge self-understanding and sense of self-
worth through reading. ln addition, Rahayu (2009) has stated that reading interest
is a condition rvhen someone can feel happy in reading, and also know the
advantages ofreading- In other words, reading interest is a condition when someone
is happy in reading and knows if reading is an important activity to increase
someone's knorvledge.
According to Burs and Lowe as cited in Prasetyono (2008, p. 59), there are
soms characteristics frorn students that have good interest in reading.
l. The Need for Reading
Reading, for most ofpeople, is very hard task. A person who feels reluctant
in reading does not have rvide purpose than the information he receives. When
solneonc reads. he has specilic purpose consciously nr not whioh is difl'erent
rvith somoone else. Of course, there must be a lot of kinds of purposes from
readr ng activities. With these purposes, rnake the reading becomes the activity
that is needed in order to reach the achievement.
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2. The Action to look for Reading
Every person has the opportunity to read, yet only a few ofpeople want to
utilize them. Reading is one of the things that is less desirable in community.
Moreover, It tends to be feared, because it is considered boring and tiresorne.
Only certain group of people rvho has high reading interest use every spare
time to read. Here, they have some activities to make reading more interesting
and enjoyable.
3. The Feeling ofPleasure for Reading
Reading for pleasure refers to read something that has intention having
enjoyment. It involves varied literatures including fiction and non-fiction.
Reading for pleasure becomes a practical place rvhich is required in leamers'
everyday life and classroom-based activity.
4. The Desire to Always Read
ln truth, reading is closely identical with knorvledge. It is one of the main
aspects in human civilization that advances humans' lile. Reading determines
to rnake science gowing rapidly, delivers humans into dynamic life, and has
broadminded perception.
5. The Follow Up
After people have alreadl' read a book, the--v are suggestcd to apply rvhat
they get ftom it. Doing post activity afler reading can be the solution to
maintain the the knorvledege that is gained from reading activitv. For
exanrple, presentation, making concluston, discussion with friends etc
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Then, Zurina (2013, p. 162) defined that reading interest is a condition which
a person likes to read in his spare time at home or library. Besides, reading interest
is also defined by the nurnber of books that he read in a week or month. Zurina
(2013, p. 162) also stated that reading interest has strong positive relationship with
the success of students both in school and daily life. ln line with Shnayer (1968, p.
6), high interest produces the greater comprehension which often enables a child to
read beyond his measured reading ability. The students need texl or somervhat
unique and highly personal feeling when they try to comprehend the reading
material.
Ahira (20 l4) stated that reading interest can be classified into three parts: they
are eagemess, attention, and response. When the students read, they have eagerness
and desire to know the content of text in their reading. They pay attention to the
text while reading and show good response in reading activities. It means that the
reading interest provides good emotion for the students to improve their reading. In
reading process, they try to comprehend the text and take the moral value after
reading.
In conclusion, having an interest in reading means having the motivation to
read and respond effectively to seek self-understanding and sense of self-worth
through reading.
2.2.2 Assessing Reading lnterest




A person can express his interest or choice lvith certain words. For
example, expressions about students' interest in activities to participate in
individual reading assignments.
b. Manifested Interest
A person can express interest not only with words but also with actions
that they are taking an active role in an activity.
c. Invented Interest
Someone's interest can be measured by answering a certain number of
questions or the sequence of choices. Questions that measure someone's
interest are arranged using the questionnaire method.
In addition, Salih and Wahab (2004, p. 266), stated rhe ways to measure
interest can be through tested interest which interest is measured by conctuding
lrom the results ofthe objective test grven.
The scale that can be used to measure reading interest is given below (Haskirr,
1960):
0 l0 20 30 40 s0 60 70 80 90 100
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2.2.J Factors Influencing Reading lnterest
Reading interest is not appearing bv chance or rvithout cause. It will arise if
there are some tbctors that influence it. The tactors are as follows:
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[. Internal factor
Intemal factor refers to the factors that come from students involving
personal component. Also, this f'actor can be classified into two types. They
are physical and mental factors (Nurhadi, 1987)
a. Physical factor : This refers to the condition ofthe students, figure and
sense. It involves students' health that provides an influence to the
students' learning activity.
b. Mental factor: This relers to intelligence, motivation, attitude, readiness
and communication purpose.
2. Extemal Factor
Curran and Rosen (2006) tested some factors that influence student's
reading interest. It can be drarvn as follows:
a. Teacher
Teacher is the main factor that determines students' interest especially in
reading. Teacher is the person who rules the class situation, detennines
what the class topic is, and applies horv the class execution will be.
b. Room (Physical Environment)
Teacher is not the only factor that influence students' reading interest.
Another f-actor that aff'ects student reading interest is the class situation
or called as the physical environment. l'he sludents feel more
comfortable if they leam in neat and cozy roor11. If it is needed, the




Here, the teacher is expected to give interesting materials to the students
for leaming process in order to increase their reading interest. The teacher
can also ask student to pick freely which topic they are interested in. This
aims to match studenr's background knowledge with the topic which is
assigned. Therefore, the students feel motivated and participate actively
in leaming process.
d. Class Execution
Teacher and class execution can not be separated, because the teacher is
the one who execute the class and determine the succes of the learning
process. Here, the teacher necessarily plans his teaching strategy very
rvell and pay attention with students' psychological aspects. This lesson
planning is very important to conduct class execution successf'ully. lt is
suggested to the teacher to use creative teaching metod to increase
student' reading interest in learning process.
2.2.4 Reading Interest and Reading Comprehension
Interest plays a role in decision to read, in the level of engagement with the
text during reading, and thus also in the product that the reader creates in terms of
comprehension and forms ofthe text (Snorv,2002). Students are more Iikely to read
rvhat thev think interesting in reading r.naterial. Besides. Schraw and Lehrnan ( 200 I )
pointed out that interest is detlned as willlul engagenlent in a cognitive activity. lt
plays an imponant part tn learning pr(lccss srnce it prornotes active engagernent and
Ii-rcu5sr .)aa't attention.
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Reading inlerest to language leaming is one of the main factors that determine
students' achievement. This affective domain eventually directs to the success or
lailure in lhe study ol'language including in comprehending text, because students,
interest towards the leaming situation contributes to the way students behave
towards their present-ability and further reaching higher level of learning (Susanto
et al., 2015 ).
Fahrurrozi (2017) conducted a research investigating the relationship of
reading interest with reading comprehension. According to Fahrurrozi (2017), there
is a significant correlation between reading interest rvith reading cornprehension.
Simple conelation analvsis rvas done to determine the strength ofthe relationship
betrveen the predictor variables with the response variable. The strength ol the
relationship betrveen reading interest (Xr) with reading comprehension (Y) is
indicated by the correlation coelficient r : 0.872.
2.3 Self-Efficacy
2.3.1 Understanding Self-effi cacy
Self:-eftlcacy is defined as human's belief about his capabilities to produce
designated level of performance that exercise influence over events affecting their
lives. Self-eflicacy establishes how someone senses, speculates, motivates and
behaves himselL According to Bandura ( 1997), self-eftlcacy as a particular type of
expectancv related to a person's t'reliefs in her or his abilities to accomplish a
specitic action or series ofactions needed to produce a result.
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Delcourt and Kinzie (1993) described that self-efficacy reflects an
individual's confidence in his abitity to perlorm the behavior required to produce
specific outcomes. AIso, Bandura (1997) stated that selt'-eflicacy influences
students' aspiration and their level of interest in academic work. Students'
perceptions about their self-efficacy in a particular domain will enhance their
motivation and help them establish and achieve higher goals for themselves.
Thereiore, if the students have higher self-efticac1,, they witl be able to accomplish
the task and achieve the higher score.
Mills (2006) pointed out the concept relates to individuals' belief in their
capacity to achieve specific tasks rvhich have a strong influence on level of
persistence and the choice that individuals make regarding the activities to pursue.
Research has consistently shorvn that it has a considerable impact on leaming
outcomes, rvith a stronger sense of self-efficacy leading to higher level of
achievement.
2.3.2 The Classification of Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy is also concemed rvith the dillerences betrveen individuals rvith
high self-eflicacy and ones with low seltefficacy.
1) High self-efficacy
Bandura (1997) strted that peopte rvith high self-efficacy undertake
diflcult and challenging tasks more readily, work harder, persist longer, and
have I'ewer adverse emotional reactions rvhen they encounter difficulties than
people rvho doubt about therr capabilitres. People with a high seli'-efficacy.
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a) Develop deeper interest in the activities in which they participate.
b) Form a stronger sense ol commitment to their interests and
activities.
c) Recover quickly lrorn setbacks and disappointments.
2) Low self-efficacy
According to Bandura (1997), people with low self-efficacy believe
that they cannot be successfu[ and thus are less likely to make an extended
effort and they may consider challenging tasks as threats that are to be
avoided- It is not an easy task for the ones rvith low self-efficacy since they
do not trust their abilities and rvorry about the failure just at the beginning.
Ones with low self-efficacy have weak commitment to their goal and they
mostly focus on their personal deficiencies and the idea offailure. People with
low self-efficacy:
a) Avoid challenging tasks
b) Have lorv self'-conl'idence in f'acing difficult task and situation
c) Concentrate on negati\ e output
d) Lose belief in personal skills
In short, high self-eflicacy improves personal accomplishments and sees the
task not as a threat but as a challenge to be better. Someone who has high self-
elficaoy makes the things easier- because thev have laith in their abilities. On the
contrary, ones with weak sense of selt'-e'fflcacl tend to avoid the difficult task and
rvill give up easilv. They do not believe rn their abilitv in doing something.
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2.3.3 Type of Self-f,fficacy
According to Schunk (1996), there are hvo types of self-efticacy. They are
self-efficacy tbr leaming and self-efficacy for perfbrmance. Zimrnerman (2000)
stated that self-etficacy for leaming ref'ers to belief about using self-regulatory
process to leam It usually operates in setting involving leaming when one has not
yet acquired enough skills needed to perform a new task. This type of self-efficacy
may predict horv to manage the leaming (Schunk, 1996). Here, the perception about
horv someone sees learning activity as a process related to his self-efficacy.
Therefore, it can be stated that students' self-efficacy can be drawn upon their selt--
elltcacy for self-regulation for learning.
The second type of self-efticacy is self-efficacy for performance. It refers to
someone's belielabout his ability to perform learned skill (Schunk, 1996). At this
point, students are familiar with necessary skills to perform the given task. Schunk
(1996) said that self-efficacy for performance can be employed to predict actual
perlbrmance and the progress of perfonnance. Thus, with this sell--effrcacy,
someone believes in his ability to do somethrng and knorvs rvhat kind ol trouble
that can affect his performance.
In conclusion, both self-efficacy lor learning and sell--efficacy for
performance can be applied snnuitaneousl-v. This condition is intended to have
vrvid description of someone's seif'-ef'l'icacl ievel on how hc believe rvhat he can
leam the skill because the learning process rs not onlv about the process of getling
knorvledge. but it is also about applfing the knouledge that is used in sotneone's
perlormance.
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2.3.4 The Dimension of Self-eflicacy
Bandura (1997) stated that the individual's self-efficacy is varied in each
dimension. The dimensions are as follows:
I ) Magnitude
Magnitude ofself-efficacy refers to the number olsteps in increasing
difficulty that a person to perform. The individuat's self-efficacy in doing
a task is dift'erent toward the level oftask. The individual who has high
self-efficacy tends to choose the complicated task which fits to his or her
ability.
2) Strength
This dimension focuses on the level of the individual's strenglh or
stability toward their belief Self-efficacy shorvs that the individuat's
action will bring the potential result that is expected. Strength ofefficacy
is related to resilience or persistence in the face ofl challenges,
frustrations. pain, and other obstacles to perform.
3) Generality
Generality of self-efficacy refers to the extent which success or
failure are experienced in similar situation or context. Generali[ can
vary based on the degree of similarity of activities that the capabilities
are expressed because olsituations and the personal characteristics ofthe
person.
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2.3.5 Assessing Self-Effi cacy
In order to measure self-efficacy, the samples are given some items that
illustrate diflerent levels of task, and they assess the strength of their self-efticacy
to conduct the compulsory activities. They keep their data on a 1O0-point scale,
starting lrorn 0 (Cannot do); through intermediate degrees ofbelief,50 (Moderately





20 30 40 s0 60
Moderately
certain can do
70 80 90 100
Highly
certain can do
The scale that is used to measure self-efficacy must be organized and
detailed in order to have reliable and suitable result. People usually avoid the
extreme positions, so a scale with only a few steps may, in aclual use, shrink to one
or two points. Using few steps scale can affect in processing the result between two
individuals. Two individuals may have same category in letv steps scale, but they
might have different result in intermediate steps scale. Thus the self-efiicacy scale
with the 0- 100 response format is a stronger predictor of performance than one with
a 5-interval scale (Pajares, Hartley, & Valiante, 2001 ).
2.3,6 Factors Influencing Self-efficacy
According to Bandura ( 1997) there are lour maior sources of self'-efllcacy as
lbllows:
| ) Mastery Experience
People's beliefabout their efllcacr can be der.eloped br tour rnarn
sources olinfluence. Mastery experienoe rs one ofthe el-fective ways to
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increase a high belief of efficacy. Performing task successfully
strengthens the sense of self-efficacy.
2) Social Modeling
The second way to creating and strengthen self-efficacy is through
vicarious experiences provided by social models. Looking at someone
who successfully finished an assignment is source of self-efficacy that
can motivate someone to do so.
3) Verbal Persuasion
The third way to strengthen people's belief is giving good feedback
to make succeed. When someone says something positrve and
encouraging to them, it rvill helped them achieve a goal. Getting verbal
encouragement from others help people overcome self-doubt and locus
on giving their best effort to the task at hand.
4) PsychologicalResponses
According to Bandura (1997), people's responses and emotional
reactions to situation also play an important role in self-efficacy. Mood,
emotion, physical reaction, and stress level can irnpact how a person feels
about their personal abilities in a particular situation.
2..1.7 Self-Efficacy and Reading Comprehension
Bandura (1997) stated that effioacy beliett influenoe level ol etlbrt,
persislence, and choice of-activities. It means that the students rvith sense oI self'-
elficacy accomplishing an educalional task will participate more readilv. work
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harder and persist longer rvhen they encounter difficulties. Moreover, when they
encounter reading comprehension task, they will do their best to accomplish it.
Students' self-eflicacy influences their skill acquisition both directly and indirectly
by heightening their persistence (Barry, 1995). The direct ellecl points that self-
efficacy influences students' leaming in cognitive and motivational mechanisms.
Bandura stated that students with a high self-efficacy rvill overcome difficult and
challenging tasks readily.
Barkley (2006) conducted a research investigating self-efiicacy and reading
comprehension. According to Barktey (2006), "Quantitative data rvere used in this
study to test hypothesis related to the relationships betrveen teacher and student
efficacy beliefs and relationships betrveen student efficacy beliefs and student
standardized achievement test scores".
Achievement was measured by using the reading comprehension subtest on
the Stanford Achievement Test. The participants included both teachers and
students ttom a middle school in suburban Alabarna. They were grouped together
based on both grade level and the academic teatn that were placed at the beginning
ofthe school year by the school administration. The instrumentation included both
a student and teacher survey which was comprised ofa four point Lykert-type scale.
Barkley (2006) concluded that students' self etlicacy beliefs were statrsticall-y
signiticantlv correlated rvith reading comprehension on the Stantbrd Achievement
'['est.
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ln conclusion, the students who had high self-efficacy, they developed
difterent reading strategies gaining richer cognitive interactions, experiences, in
addition to these, they were able to access an effective, interactive, strategic, quick
prehensile capacity of the reading comprehension (yogurtcu, 2013).
2.4 Relevant Research
Some studies have been conducted about reading interest, self-efficacy, and
reading comprehension. These studies are related to variables in this research.
a. Rumainah (2018) conducted a study entitled "Undergraduate Students'
Reading Interest and Reading Comprehension Achievement in a State
lslarnic University". The results shorved that there was no significant
conelation between students' reading interest and their reading
comprehension achievement since the pvalue was (.887) greater than
significance value (.887 > .005). ln short, reading interest did not have any
relation to reading comprehension achievement of undergraduate EF[-
students of State Islamic lJniversity ofRaden Fatah Palembang
b. Susanto, Sutarsyah, and Sinaga (2015) conducted a study entitled "'Ihe
Correlation between Students' Reading Interest and Reading
comprehension". The sample consisted of thirty students ofsecond grade at
SMAN I Punggur. The data collecting technique werc a set ofquestionnaire
and a reading test. 'l'he research design was ex post facto design. The results
of this research showed that the coefficient correlation rvas 0.673 and the
coefl'tcient rnl'luences value ofboth variables was 0.434. It was lound that
c-
when the students got high score in interest score; they also got high score
in their reading comprehension test. Based on the results, it could be
concluded that there was a correlation betrveen students, reading interest
and their reading comprehension.
Gultom, Khairul and Fatimah (2014) conducted a study entirled ..The
Correlation betrveen Reading Interest and Reading Comprehension Ability
ol the Third Year Students at the English Department, Bung Hatta
University". Based on the result of data analysis, the researcher found that
the value ofr calculated ofthis research rvas 0.78, while the value ofr-table
rvith level significance 0.05 and degree of fieedom (dFn-2) was 0.362. It
means that r-calculated was higher that r table (0.78>0.362). Therefore. the
altemative hypothesis of this research uas accepted that there was
significant correlation between students' interest and reading
comprehension at the third year students of English Department of Bung
Hatta University.
d. Fahrurrozi (2017) conducted a study entitled "Relationship between
Students' Reading Interest and Vocabulary Mastery with Reading
Comprehension Ability". The results ofthe research showed ( I ) the research
hypothesis was accepted, because rob : 0.872.> r table - 0.320. I'he
coetficient of determination rvas (R2) , (0.872) 2 : 0.761 or 76. l%. l'his
nleant that the contribution of reading interest (Xr) amounted to 76.1o..ir ol
the reading comprehension (Y). (2) the research hvpothesis was accepted.
because rob :0.797> r table : 0.320. The correlation coefficienl hetween
c
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the vocabulary mastery variable and reading comprehension variable
(0.797) was significant. (3) The research hypothesis was accepted, because
rob : 0.873> r table = 0.320. It could be concluded that the correlation
coefticient between the variables ofreading interest and vocabulary together
with the reading comprehension of 0.873 was significant. The study
concluded ( I ) there was a positive correlation between reading interest with
reading comprehension, (2) there rvas a positive relationship between
vocabulary rvith reading comprehension, and (3) there was a relationship
betrveen reading interest and vocabulary mastery to reading comprehension.
Simanjuntak, Suparman, and Sukirlan (2016) conducted a study entitled
"The Effect of Students' Reading Interest and Vocabulary Mastery on
Reading Comprehension". The results of the research showed that the
coeflicient direct eft'ect of students' reading interest on reading
cornprehension and students' vocabulary mastery on their reading
cornprehension were .278 and .700. In the meantime, the direct effect ol-
students' reading interest and vocabulary mastery on their reading
comprehension was .978. Therefore, it could be concluded that there was a
significant effect of studenls' reading interest and vocabulary mastery on
reading comprehensron.
Habibian and Roslan (2014) conducted a study entitled "'lhe Relationship
between Self--Efficacy in Reading rvith Language Proticrency and Reading
Cornprehension arnong ES[, L,eamer's''. The resuh indicated that there was
a signiticant conelation betu,een reader self-efficacy and reading
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comprehension. Moreover, readers, self-eflicacy in ditTerent levels of
loreign language proficiency rvas distinctive, and readers who had high level
of proficiency irnplemented reading task better than readers who rvere
considered as high selt--of ficious. In addition, the result demonstrated that
self'-efficacy and language proficiency rvere the key tactors rn academic
achievement. In conclusion, the students who had high self_efficacy could
pertbrrn the task better than who did not. Also, the students who possessed
high level of language proficiency were more successful in the process of
reading.
h. Yugurtcu (2013) conducted a study entitled ..The Impact of Self-E{ficacy
Perception on Reading Comprehension on Academic Achievernent,,. This
study exarnincd the irrpact .f serf--efHcacy beriefon reading comprehension
on academic achievement in the case of preparatory class students of High
School ol Foreign Languages of Kvrgy-zstan-Turkev Manas Universitv
registered in 20ll-2012 academic year. in preparatory class, along with
g. Conrvay (2017) conducted a study enritled ..Reading Comprehension and
Self-EfIcacy". This study investigated whether or not there was a
correlation betrveen the self-efficacy of high school students and their
reading comprehension scores at Srnith High School. There were 24
students that participated in this study. A moderate conelation was found
betrveen reading comprehension and general perception. A moderate
correlation rvas also found belween reading comprehensron and the social
feedback sub-scale.
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main education Ianguages such as Kyrgyz and Turkish, students also learned
English, Russian and Chinese as a lbreign language. The population was
1485 students and samples taken were 556 students. T'he findings rvere
based on ansrvers to the survey questions of 556 students obtained through
random sarnpling. The result of research showed that readiness of a
student's self-efticacy was important factor that affect his academic success.
In this study, students' self-efficacy was analyzed in success of studying
foreign language. As a result, the self-efficacy was established on a high
proficiency between a reading comprehension and knowing a foreign
language.
Solheim (201 I ) also conducted a study entitled ..The hnpact ol Reading
Sell-Etticacy and Task Value on Reading Comprehension Scores in
Dit'ferent ltem Formats". The results found that after controlling for variance
associated with word reading abiliry, listening comprehension, and
nonverbal ability through hierarchical multiple regression analysis, reading
sell--efiicacy there was a srgnilicant positive predictor of reading
comprehension scores. For students who possessed low self-efficacy in
reading, reading self-efficacy there was a significant positive predictor of
multiple-choice comprehension scores but not ol constructed-response
conrllrchcnsion scores For studenls who possessed high selt'-etl.icacv in
reading, reading self-efficacl did not account fbr additional variance in
either iteur fbnnat. Thc irnplication that the multiple-choicc tirrrnat
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magnified the impact of self-efficacy in assessments of reading
comprehension was discussed.
j. Naseri (2017) conducted a study entitted "The Retationship between
Reading Self-efticacy Beliefs, Reading Strategy Use and Reading
Comprehension Level of Iranian EFL Leamers". The outcome descriptive
statistics, Spearman Correlation coefficient, and Canonical correlation
found that a) there was significant strong positive correlation between
reading self-efficacy both reading comprehension and reading strategies
use, b) the most constant use ofreading strategy was showed to be cognitive
strategy, lollorved by testing strategy, meta-cognitive strategy, and finally
compensatory strategy, c) regarding the gender, the relationship betrveen
Reading Self-e{Iicacy and Reading Strategies used by lranian EFL senior
and.junior students made no distinctness.
k, Canoll J. M. and Fox Amy C. (2017) conducted a study entitled "Reading
Self'-Efllcacy Predicts Word Reading Not Comprehension in Both Girls and
Boys". The purpose of this research was to examine the relationship
betrveen self-efficay, word reading and reading comprehension across the
range of reading abilities after controlling for reading-related cognitive
factors. 83 boys and 93 girls between 8 and l'l years were involved in this
research The trnding ofthis research shorved thal boys and girls had similar
lcvel of attainlnent and reading self-efticacy. Reading self-efficacy was not
rclated rvith readrng cornprehension but it was related with rvord reading in
either bovs and girls.
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Amirah Widia Ardiati (2018) conducted a study entitled'.The Conelation
Between Students' Reading lnterest and Students' Reading Cornprehension
Ability in the First Semester of the Eleventh Grade of SMA yp Unila
Bandar Lampung in Academic Year of2018/2019. The research design of
this research was conelational research. Simple random sampling was used
to choose the sample. Thirty students were taken from 133 population as rhe
sample. Reading comprehension test and reading interest questionnair were
used to measure the data. Based on the research findings, the result of
applying r.,', distribution indicated that coefficient correlation was 0.59. It
means that there was a possitive correlation bettveen students' reading
interest and reading comprehension in the tirst semester of the eleventh
grade of SMA YP Unila Bandar Lampun g 201812019 .
This research is different from those researches above. In this research, the
researcher investigated the influence of both reading interest and self-efficacy on
reading comprehension ofthe tenth grade students at As-Shofa lslamic Senior High
School Pekanbaru.
2,5 OperationalConcept
Operational concept is the concept which is used to clarifi the theories in this
research in order to avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation. In this research,
there are three variables. Reading interest and selt'-efficacv are as the independent
vanables symbolized by Xr and X2. Reading comprehension is as the dependent
rariable srrnbolized bv Y. To operate the investigation on the variables, the
rcsearcher rvorked based on the follotving indicators:
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l. According to Burs and Lowe as cited in Prasetyono (2008, p. 59), the
indicators of reading interest (variable Xr) are as follows:
a. The need tbr reading
b. The action to look for reading
c. The leeling olpleasure ofreading.
d. The desire ofalways read
e. The lollow up
2. According to Bandura ( 1997), the indicators of self-eflicacy (variable Xz) are
as fbllows:
a. Magnitude
The students believe they can finish a difficult task in reading
b. Strength
The students can tbce difficulties and obstacles during reading task.
c. Generality
The students improve their reading cornprehension in any activities.
When the indicators of reading interest and self-eflicacy are combined, it
could be drawn as follows:
a. The need for reading and belief in finishing a difficult task in reading
b. Thc need for reading and facing difficulties and obstacles during
reading task
c The need ibr reading and improving reading comprehension in any
actrvities
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d. The action to look for reading and belief in finishing a difficult task in
reading
e. The action to look for reading and facing difficulties and obstacles
during reading task
f The action to look for reading and improving reading comprehension
in any activities
g. The feeling ofpleasure ofreading and belielin finishing a difficutt task
in reading
h. The feeling of pleasure of reading and facing difficulties and obstacles
during reading task
i. The feeling of pleasure of reading and irnproving reading
comprehension in any activities
j. The desire of always read and belief in finishing a difficult task in
reading
k. The desire of always read and lacing difliculties and obstacles during
reading task
l. The desire ofalways read and improving reading comprehension in any
activities
m. The follow up and belief in finishing a difficult task in reading
n The t-ollow up and facing difticultres and ohstacles during reading task
o. The fbllow up and irnprovrng reading comprehension tn any actrvltres
According to Nuttal (t985), the indicators of reading comprehension
(variable Y) are as fbllows:
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e. Determining main idea.




2.6 Assumption and Hypothesis
2.6.1 Assumption
1. Every student has a different level of reading interest and self-efficacy
2. There are various students' achievements in reading comprehension
3. Reading interest and self-eflficacy may have significant influence on
reading comprehension
2.6.2 Hypothesis
Har: There is a signiticant influence ol reading interest on reading comprehension
of the tenth grade students at As-Shofa Islamic Senior High School
Pekanbaru.
Hot: There is no significant influence ofreading interest on reading comprehension
of the tenth grade students at As-Sihofa Islamic Senior High School
Pekanbaru.
Ha:: Therc is a signiticant influence o l' sell-cfTicacl on reading comprehension ol
the tenth grade students al As-Shof'a Islarnic Senior High School Pekanbaru.
llo:: 'lhere is no srgnificant rntluence ot self'-ellicacv on reading comprehension ol-
the tenth grade students at As-Shofa lslamic Senior High School Pekanbaru.
(]TIAPTER III
RESI.]ARCH \II,, I I{OD
3.1 The Research Design
This research u,as a correlational research. The correlational research design
uses two or more variables where the independent variable influences dependent
variable. According to Anderson and Arsenault (2015, p. I l8), this type ofresearch
is one way ofdescribing in quantitative terms olthe degree which the variables are
related. This research was in tended to determine the relationship and level of
relationship between two and three variables without any effort to manipulate them.
There rvere three variables in this research; namel1,, two independent variables and
one dependent variable. Reading interest was the first independent variable
symbolized by Xr, self-efficacy was the second independent variable symbolized
by X2, and reading comprehension was the dependent variable symbolized by Y.
The diagram ofthese variables is shown below






3.2 The Location and Time of the Research
This research lvas conducted at As-Shofa Islamic Senior High School
Pekanbaru, Riau which is located on As-Shofa Street tiom July until November
20r9.
3.3 The Subject and Object of the Research
The subject of this research was the tenth grade students ofAs-Shola Senior
l{igh School Pekanbaru and the object ofthis research was the influence ofreading
interest and self-efficacy on students' reading comprehension.
3.4 The Population and the Sample of the Research
l. The Population
The population of this research rvas the tenth grade students of'As-Shofa
islamic Senior High School Pekanbaru in the academic year 201912020 consisting
of 5 classes with the total of 150 students altogether as shorvn rn 'lable lll.l below:
Tablc III.I
The Population of the Research
\ IIS I 1()
X IIS 2 lq
No ('lass 'Iota]
l X MIA I 30







The population was too large to be taken as sample. According to Hartono
(2015, p. 208), "if the population is more than 100 persons, the sarnple can be taken
betrveen 10-159/0, 20-25%, i0-35% or nlore than it,'. Therelbre, propo(ional
stratified random sampling was used because the sample was taken by paying
attention to all the levels in population as the representatives. According to
Crossman (2019), in the proportional random sampling, the size of each level is
balanced with the population size of the srrata when examined across the entire
population. Here, the number of sample was taken from each level. So, the
researcher took a number ofstudents in each class to be taken as the sarnple based
on the fbrmula. The researcher chose 30-35% students in each class to become the
sample. The sample of the research is shown belorv:
Table IlI.2
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3.5 The Technique of Collecting Data
In this research, two kinds of instrurnents rvere used to collect the data; that
is, a reading test and a set of questionnaire.
4. Test
A reading test was used to measure the students' comprehension. According
to Brown (2004, p. 3), test is a method ol measuring a person's capacity.
understanding, or achievement in a given domain. The test was in the form of
multiple choice with 25 multiple questions. The blueprint of reading the
comprehension test is shown below:
Table III.3





After the students did the test, the total score from the result of the reading
test was shown. The classification of the students' soores is as fbllows: (Alico &
Guimba, 201 5 ).
I
\o. Indicator The Item
Number
'I'otal Percentage
Determining main idea | .6. I I .16.2 I l 200,o
l
Finding the specific
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74 and belorv Failed
5. Questionnaire
ln order to get the data of students' reading interest and self-efficacy a
questionnaire was used. According to Harper and Marcus (2003, p 306), a
questionnaire is a uritten list of questions or statements, either given or posted to
respondents who fill it in themselves. Information is gathered directly from people
through a series ofquestions or statements. The questionnaire dealt with students'
opinions using a Likert scale. According to Cohen. et ul (2007 , p. 326), Likert scale
provides a range of responses to a given queslion ur statemenl.
For reading interest that consisted of 25 statements and rvas measured Lry
using the scale information of the sample rating schedule items namelv. alrvays.
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usually, sometime, seldom, and never. The Likert's scale and the blueprint of
reading interest questionnaire are shown below:
Table lII.5
Likert Scalc of Reading lnterest Questionnaire
Statcmcnt Alwavs [:sualll Sometimes Seldom
PositiVe 4 J 2 I
Negative I 2 -) I .\
Table III.6





ln addition. the researcher u,rote 2.+ statcrnents based on the indicators ol'self'-
'I'he ltem NumberInd ica to r
Positive Negative
I The need for reading I. I l.2l 6, 16 -5
The actions to look for
reading
The t'eeling of pleasure
tbr reading
7 , 12, 17.22
3, 8. 18. 23 ll. I8
2
.l 'fhe desire to alrvavs read 4 I 4 2-l 9, 19 5
The lollorv up 10,15,20 s ,( 5





were strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, and strongly disagree. The Likert.s
scale and the blueprint of self-efficacy questionnaire are shown below:
Table III.7
[,ikert Scale of Self-[,fficacy Questionnaire
Statement SA A tl D SI)
5 + J 2 l
Negative 1 1 -) 4 5
Positive
Tablc II I. tt
Blueprint of Self-lifficacy Questionnaire
Total















'l he Itcnr \umberNo. lndicator
Positive \egative








3.6 'f he Technique of Analyzing Data
In order to flnd whether there was a significant inl'luence or not of reading
interest and self-efficacy on reading comprehension, the data rvere analyzed by
using SPSS 20. The researcher used the scores ofthe questionnaire ofvariables Xr
and X: and the test scores of variable Y. To analyze the data, pearson product
moment correlation and multiple regression were used.
Pallant (2010) stated that Pearson product moment is the analysis of one
independent variable and one dependent variable. Freedman (2009) stated multiple
regression has an intercept variable and two or more explanatory variables with its
orm slope coefficient. It means that Pearson product moment refers to linear
approach to modeting the relationship between independent variable and dependent
variable. For more than one independent variable, it is called rnultiple regression.
In the context ol this research. Pearson product moment was used to
investigate the influence of reading interest on reading comprehension and the
influence of self-efficacy on students' reding comprehension. The multiple
regression was used to investigate the influence ofreading interest and self-efficacy
on reading cornprehension.
To llnd trut whether or not there was an inlluence olreading interest and sell'-
etlicacv on reading comprehension could be seen from signiticant (sig.) value. It
the sig. ralue was lower than 0.05, reading interest and self-efficacy influenced
l-otal 27i
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reading comprehension. If the sig. value was higher than 0.05, reading interest and
selt'-efficacy did not influence reading comprehension. Also, the data analysis was
supported by fiequency distribution, descriptive statistics, normality test, and
homogeneity test.
3.1 Validity and Reliability of the Instrument
3.7.1 Validity
Fraenkel and Norman (2006, p. 150) stated that the term of validity in the
research refers to appropriateness, correctness, meaningfulness, and usefulness of
the specilic inferences which researchers make based on the data they collect. It
means that vahdity is the range of rvhich inferences made from assessment results
are suitable, significant, and beneficial in terms ofthe objective of the assessrnent.
An instrument is valid if it is able to measure what must be measured. Hughes
( I 989, p. 22) also stated that a test is said to be valid if it measures accuratelv what
it is intended to tneasure
Befbre the test was given to the sarnple, the test was tried out to 20 students
ofthe tenth grade to obtain the vafidity. lt was deterrrined by finding the difficulty
level of each item. Item difficulty was determined as the proportion of correct




Where P inder ol'dillicultv or t-acilitv value
u lhe rturntrcr ul currcct ans\\cr\
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JS . the number ofexamines or students taking the test
Meanwhile, Brorvn (2003: 59), iteln lacility is the extent to rvhich an item is
easy or difficult for the proposed group of test-takers. The standard level of the
difficulty used was >0.30 and -:0.70, it means that the level of difficulty is between
0.30 and 0.70. Then, the proportion conect is represented by..p',, whereas the
proportion incorrect is represented by "q". Based on trying out the instrument of
students' reading comprehension rvhich was conducted to 20 students with 25




Item No. I 6 lt 16 2l
10Correct '13 9 l3 10 20
P 0.65 0.45 0.65 050 0.50
0 3,s 0 5,5 035 0.,s0 050
Determining Main Idea
a
Table IIL9 presents that the propo(ion ofcorrect answer from 20 students for
item number I is 0.65. Item number 6 shows that the proportion of being correct is
0.45; item number I I shows that the proportion of be.ing conect is 0.65, item
nurnber I 6 shows that the proportion of being correct is 0.50; and itern number f I
shorvs that the proportion of'being correct is C|.50. Based on the standarcl Ievel of'
diflicultv "p"< 0.30 and -= 0.70. It rneans that that item dif-ficulties on average ol
each ilem nurnber fbr detennintng main idea are accepted.
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'l'able lll. 10
Finding the Specific Information or Part of Text
Va riahlc Finding the Spccific Infornration or Part of 'l'ext
1 t2 l7 22
\
Item No.
Correct 1t 7 t3 t2 9 20
P 055 035 065 060 045
045 065 0.15 040 0.5 5
Table ltl.10 indicates that the propo(ion ofcorrect answer t-rom 20 students
lor item number 2 is 0.55. Item number 7 sho,ws the proportion of being conect is
0.35; itern nurnber 12 shows that the proportion ol being correct is 0.65, item
number l7 shows that the proportron ofbeing correct is 0.60; item number 22 shows
that the proportion olbeing correct is 0.45 Based on the standard levet oldilficulty
"p"< 0.30 and > 0.70. lt means that itern difficulties on average of each item
number for finding the specific intbrmation or part oftext are accepted.
Table lII. I 1
Finding Reference
a





065 060 0 (r-5
0. -15 1U 0. -l5a
Variablc l-inding Reference







Table lll- t I displays that the proportion of correct answer from 20 students
fbr itern number 3 is 0.65. Item number 8 shows that the proportion of being conect
is 0.60, itenr number 13 shorvs that the proportion olbeing correct is 0.65; item
number I 8 shorvs that the proportion ofbeing correct is 0.60; item number 23 shorvs
that the proportion ofbeing correct is 0.65 Based on the standard level of difficulty
"p"< 0.30 and > 0.70. [t means that item difficulties on average of each item














( lo rrect 1i
Table IIL I2 illustrates that the proportion of correct answer from 20 students
for item nunrber 4 is 0.65, Itern number 9 shows that the proportion ofbeing correct
is 0.65, item nurnber 14 shows that the proportion of being correct is 0.65; item
nurnber I 9 shows that the proportion of being correct is 0.65; item number 24 shows
that the proportion ofbeing correct is 0.60 Based on the standard level of difficulty
"p"< 0.30 and :, 0 70. It rneans thal item dilflcultrcs on averagL. of cach item
nunrber fbr linding inference are accepted.
[-inding Inference




'l'able ll I. l3
I In derstand ing Vocabularv
Table lll. l3 indicates that the proportion of correct answer from 20 students
lor item number 5 is 0.65. Item number l0 shows that the proportion of being
correct is 0.60: item number l5 shorvs the proportion olbeing correct is 0.65: item
number 20 shorvs the propo(ion ofbeing correct is 0.55; item number 25 shows the
proportion ofbeing correct is 0.60. Based on the standard level of difficulty'.p',<
0.30 and > 0.70. It means that itern diflculties on average ofeach item nurnber for
understanding vocabulary are accepted.
-fhe 
tryout olthe instr ument on the students' reading interest and selt'-etllcacy
conducted towards 20 students can be seen in Tabte lll.14.
'I ahle III. I {
\ralidity Tcst of Reading Interest
Va ria ble Understand ing Yoca bula11'
Item no. l() 15 20 25
( lorlect '13 12 l3 II t2
I) 0.65 060 0.65 0.55 060
a 035 040 035 0.45 040
20


















P4 788"- .000 Valid
P5 701 .001 Valid
P6 649'- 002 Valid
lrl 629" 003 Valid
P8 509- 022 Valid
P9 455- 01"1 Valid
Pl0 55U 012 Valid
Pll 545' 013 Valid
P12 509' 022 Valid
Pr3 694'. 001 Valid
I'14 16 / 009 Valid
Pl5 .)o/ 009 Valid




P20 640" 002 Valid





























PI 83 7"' 000 Valid
P] .736-r 000 Valid
P] 6JJ 000 Valid
P1 810"" 000 Valid
P5 .693'. 001 Valid
P6 .669'- 001 Valid
P7 129 056 Invalid
651 '" 002 Valid
P9 178' (,JJ Valid














Pl4 569 009 Valid



















P2t .537" 015 Valid
The above table shows that the try-out of reading interest instrumenl validity
to 25 iterns, all iterns were valid. The researcher took all 25 valid items of
questionnaire as the instrument. Table also shorvs that the try-out of self'-efficacy
consisting of27 iterns 3 iterns are found unvalid. Thus,24 valid items were used as
self-effi cacy questionnaire.
3.7.2 Reliability
Gay and Airsian (2000, p. 169) stated that reliability is the degree to which a
test consistently measures whatever it is measuring. The testing of reading
comprehension must have reliability in order to get the same scores obtained when
the test is consistenl and dependable, In other words, reliability is used to measure
the qualitv of a test scores and the consistency of the test. The follorving table
contains the level ol-internai c(,nsistcnc\ ol-Clonbach Alpha ( Cohen, 2005 ).
?22 671." 001 Valid
P23 801" 000 Valid
P21 377 l0l lnralitl
P25 537" 015 Valid
P26 6)t 002




Thc Level of Reliability
(lron bach Alpha lnternal Consistency
> 0.9t) \ cn' highh reliable
0.80-0.90 Highly reliable
0.70-0.79 Relialrle
0.60-0 69 N'linirnalll' reliable
< 0.60 Unacceptably Iow reliability
To obtain the reliability of the instrumenrs given, SPSS 20 program was
applied to find out whether or not the instruments rvere reliable.
Table II l.l7




Table III.17 reveals that the value ofCronbach alpha is 0.867 which indicates
that the reliabilrty ol reading comprehension test distributed to the students is
rcliable because the value is in the range betrvecn 0.70-0.79. It means that the test
was reliable and acceptable to be used as the inslrument tbr data collection.
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Table Il l.l8
Reliability Statistics of Reading Interest euestionnaire
Cronbach's
Alpha N of lterns
94n 25
Table IIL I8 shows that the value olCronbach alpha is 0.940 rvhich indicates
that the reliability ofreading interest questionnaire distributed to the students is very
highly reliabte because the value is > 0.90. tt means the test was reliable and
acceptable to be used as the instrument for data collection.
'l'able 
I I l.l9
Reliabilitv Statistics of Self-llffi cacl Questi<rnnaire
Cronbach's
Alpha N ol Items
929 ?.7
From Table lll.l9 it is noticeable that the value of Cronbach alpha is 0.929
rvhich indicates the reliability of self-efficacy questionnaire distributed to the
students is very highly reliable because the value is > 0.90 which means that the
test is reliable and acceptable to be used as the instrument for data collection.
CIIAPTE,R V
CONCLTISIONS, INIPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This final chapter provides conclusions on the basis of the findings of the
study through data analysis followed by the irnplications ofthe findings for future
practice followed by some recommendations.
5.1 Conclusions
1. Based on the results of the study tkough Pearson product moment
fonnula using SPSS 20, it was proven that the sig. value was not in
significant level. Thus, the first alternative hypothesis was rejected and
null hypothesis rvas accepted. It means that there was no significant
influence ofreading interest on reading comprehension ofthe tenth grade
students at As-Shofa lslamic Senior High School Pekanbaru.
2. Obtained tiom the data analysis using the same instrument as above, it
was proven that the sig. value lvas in significant level. Thus, the second
alternalive hypothesis was accepted and second null hypothesis was
rejected. It means that there was a significant influence of self-efhcacy
on reading comprehension of the tenth grade students at As-Shofa
Islamic Senior High School Pekanbaru.
i I:ronr the research finding, it rvas lound out thal the rnfluense of reading
interest and self-efficacy on rcading cornprehension showed that the sig.
ralue rvas in significant level. 'Ihus, the third alternative hypothesis was
accepled and the third null lrypothesis raas rejected. It means that there
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was a significant influence of reading interest and self-efficacy on
reading comprehension of the tenth grade students at As-Shofa Islarnic
Senior High School Pekanbaru.
5.2 Implications
The findings of the research bring some implications in the teaching and
leaming process for the teachers to bear in mind and put into practice.
l. Since reading interest gave no significant influence to the students'
comprehension, the teachers are expected to find other factors that can
support student's leaming for better comprehension,
2. It rvas the fact based on the finding ofthe study thal Self-efficacy has an
influence on students' reading comprehension. That is to say, students
with high self-eflicacy are likely to have high scores in reading
cornprehension than those rvho have low self-efficacy. Therefore,
teachers need to develop students' self-efficacy in many ways depending
on their abilrN and rnlerest.
3. Since both reading interest and self-efficacy significantly influence
students' comprehension, teachers in the teaching and learning process
need to make sure that they keep on making students interested in
leanring in order to build their self-confidence that they are capable of
doing anl task gri,en to them either in class or at honre.
4 The tindings of this research need to be applied as f-eedback for teachers.
The teacher are required to make an evaluation related to teaching and
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students' achievement by considering appropriate leaming rnethods and
strategies that can raise students, reading interest and self_efficacy.
5.3 Recommendations
Having read the results ofthe study along rvith the discussion ofthe findings,
some recommendations are given as follows:
For the teachers:
Teachers are recommended that they create awareness among the
students' parents of the need lor their children leaming as well as a
request for their assistance to inculcate positive reading interest and self_
elficacy at home to ensure that rvhat happens at school matches what
happen at home.
2. The mismatch betrveen teachers, teaching strategies an<I students,
learning needs and abilities can impact upon their leaming as thev may
not addresss their academic reading needs. Consequently, students,
reading interest as tvell as their level ol self-e{ficacy can be aifected.
Therefore, teachers are recommended that they apply appropriate
strategies in teaching that can interest students in learning and build up
their self-efficacy.
3 it has been recognized that teachers are motlvators and i'acilitators.
Therefbre- thev need to encourage the students to keep on reading and
arouse their interest to improve their reading comprehension. The
teachers should knorv and be able to inrplernent better methods and
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strategies in teaching reading. Teachers should also give high motivation
to the students to read Engltsh literature in order to improve their reading
comprehension.
For the students
2. Students are recommended that they study harder. Even though their
reading interest and self-efficacy rvere good based on the finding ofthis
research, they still need to leam more and they have to do more practice
to improve their reading comprehension.
Finallv, it is recommended that luture researchers deal with sirnilar topic with larger
population and sampie so thar befier results can be obtained. In addition,
correlational studies are recomrnended that they be conducted to know which
variables influence other variables and to what extent the correlation mav exist
especia[[y concerning reading comprehension.
l. lnterest in reading and belief in ability are absolutely indispensabte;
students are expected to increase their reading interest and self-efficacy
to support their leaming . Students should be motivated in reading and
have the abitity to accomplish specific tasks. Thus, they can develop their
learning through reading comprehension.
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Appendix 1
Reading Comprehension Test
The Rabbit and the Turtle
One day a rabbit was boasting about horv fast he could run. He was laughing at the turtle for
being so slorv.
Much to the rabbit's surprise, the turtle challenged him to a race. The rabbit thought this
was a good joke and accepted the challenge. The fox rvas to be the umpire ofthe race. As the
race began, the rabbit raced rvay ahead of the turtle, just like everyone thought.
The rabbit got to the halfrvay point and could not see the turtle anywhere. He was hot and
tired and decided to stop and take a short nap. All this time the turtle kept walkrng step by step
by step. He never quit no matter how hot or tired he got. He just kept going.
However, the rabbit slept longer than he had thought and woke up. He could not see the
turtle anywhere! He went at full-speed to the finish line, but lound the turlle there waiting for
hirn.
What is the main idea of the second paragraph?
A. Much to the rabbit's surprise, the turtle challenged him to a race
B. The rabbit thought this was a goodjoke and accepted the challenge
C. The fox was to be the umpire of the race
D. As the race began, the rabbit raced way ahead of the turtle, just
thought
E. Horvever, the rabbit slept longer than he had thought and woke up
3. He went at full-speed to the finish line






.1. What can be inf'erred liom the text?
A. Hetp someone who needs something
B. Do not underestimate someone by his abititv
C. Make a lriend with someone you like
D. Appreciate people's work
E. Do whatever you want
Iike everyone
2. What did the turtle do when the rabbit took a nap?
A. The turtle laughed at the rabbit
B. The tunle challenged hirn to race
C. The turtle also slept
D. The turtle kept rvalking step by step by step
E. The turtle stood still
5. The I'ox was to be the umpire of the race







Long, long ago, when the gods and goddesses used to mingle in the affairs of rnortals, there
was a small kingdom on the slope of Mount Wayang in West Java. The King, named Sang
Prabu, was a wise man. He had an only daughter, called Princess Teja Nirmala, who was
famous for her beauty but she was not married.
One day Sang Prabu made up his mind to settle the matter by a shorv of strength. After that,
Prince of Blambangan, named Raden Begawan had won the competition. Unfortunately, the
rvicked fairy, Princess Segara fell in love with Raden Begawan and used magic power to render
him unconscious and he forgot his wedding.
When Sang Prabu was searching, Raden Begawan saw him and soon realized that he had
been enchanted by the r.vicked fairy. The fairy could not accept this, so she killed Raden
Begarvan. When Princess Teja Nirmala heard this, she was very sad. So a nice fairy took her
to the Kahyangan.
6. What is the main idea of the third paragraph?
A. The fairy could not accept this, so she killed Raden Begawan
B. When Princess Teja Nirmala heard this, she was very sad
C. One day Sang Prabu made up his mind to settle the matter by a shorv of strength
D. When Sang Prabu was searching, Raden Begarvan saw him and soon realized that
he had been enchanted by the wicked lairy
E. Long, long ago, when the gods and goddesses used to mingle in the affairs ol
mortals
7. Which one of,the following statements is false about Sang Prabu?
A. Sang Prabu was a father of his only daughter
B. Sang Prabu was taken to Kahyangan by a wicked fairy
C. Sang Prabu rvas a king of a kingdom in West Java
D. Sang Prabu was a wise man
E. Sang Prabu did not have a son
8. So a nice fairy took her to the Kahyangan. (line l1). The word "her" in the sentence
refers to. . .
A. The wicked fairy





Singapore is a South-East Asian country located between Malaysia and Indonesia. Despite
its small size, Singapore is known for its transition as a third-worid country to the first-world
country. singapore also is known as the Asian Tiger economy, based on its external trade and
workforce. Singapore size is not as big as Indonesia, but the city ranks highly in numerous
international rankings for its education, entertainment, finance, healthcare, human capital,
innovation, logistics, manulacturing, technology, tourism, trade, and transport.
singapore is home to 5.6 million people with a di'erse culture. Majority ethnic groups in
Singapore are chinese, Malay. and lndian. Singapore Independence Duy r"ur on the 9ih of
August 1965. Merlion statue is the olficial mascot of Singapore. Singapore is t-amous fbr its
Garden by the Bay, Marina Bay Sands, dan Orchard Road.
9 What is the purpose that can be inferred from the text?
A. Tell past events
B. Amuse the readers
C. Describesomeone/something
D. Report an event to the readers
E. Inform the readers about events ofthe day







I l. What is the rrain idea olthe second paragraph?
A. Ma1ority ethnic groups in Singapore are Chinese, Malay, and Indian
B. Singapore Independence Day was on the 9th ofAugust 1965
C. Singapore is a South-East Asian country located between Malaysia and Indonesia
D. Singapore is kno*a for its transition as a third-world countr)' to the first-rvorld
country
E. Singapore is home to 5.6 million people with a diverse culture
12. Which one of the following statements is true about Singapore?
A. Singapore is as big as Indonesia
B. Liberty Statue is the officiat mascot of Singapore
C. Singapore is a North-East Asian country
D. Singapore is knorm as thc Asian Tigcr economy
E. Malay, lndian and Thai are the majority ethnrc group in Singapore
13. ..., based on its extemal trade and workforce (line 3).
The word "its" ret'ers to...
A. Asian Tiger
B. Singapore
C. South-East Asian Country
D. Economy
E. Malay
14. The texr nrainly describes...
A. The location of Singapore
B. Majority ethnics in Singapore
C. Economy of Singapore
D. Singapore country
E. The lndependence Day
Venice is a city in northem Italy. It has been known as the ,.eueen of the Adriatic,,, ..City
ofBridges", and "The city ofl-ight". The city stretches across 117 small islands in the marshv
Venetian Lagoon along the Adriatic Sea in northeast Italy.
Venice is world famous for its canals. It is built on an archrpelago of 117 islands lbrmed
by about 150 canals in a shallorv lagoon. The islands on rvhich the city is built are connected
by about 400 bridges. In the old centre, the canals sene the function ofroads, and every fonn
of transpon is on rvater or on foot.
You can ride gondola there. It is the classical Venetian boat which nowadays is mostly
used for tourists, or weddings, funerals, or other ceremonies. Now, most venetians travel by
motorised waterbuses which ply regular routes along the major canals and between the ci6r's
islands. The city has many private boats. The only gondolas still in common used by venetians
are the Traghetti, foot passenger ferries crossing the Grand canal at certain points without
bridges.
16. What is lhe rnain itlea oithe second paragraph?
A. Venice is a cilv in northern Italy
B. Venice is world famous for its canals
C. It is built on an archipelago of 117 islands formed by about 150 canals in a shallorv
lagoon.
D. In the old centre, the canals serve the function ofroads, and every form oftransport
is on water or on foot
E. It is the classical Venetian boat which norvadays is mostly used for tourists, or
*,eddings, funerals, or other ceremonies
17. Which one of the fbllowing slatelnents is false aboul Venice'/
A. Venice is known as "The City of Light"
B. Venice is connected by about I l7 bridges.
C Tragheur is usual gondola that is used b1.' Venetians
D. Shallorv lagoon has 150 canals.
E. Venice has many personal boats
15. .-., but the city ranks highly in numerous intemational ranliings for its education,...












20. The canals serve the function ofroads,







Last holiday my lamily and I went to Jogjakarta. We stayed at Morison Hotel rvhich is not
a long way from Malioboro.
On Friday, we went to the sanctuaries in Prambanan. There were three major temples, the
Brahurana, Syilva and Wisnu. They r.r,ere truly stunning. We went by j ust Brahmana and Syirva
temple because Wisnu temple rvas being remodeled.
On Saturdav morning we rvent to Yogya Kraton. We spent around two hours there. We u,ere
lbrtunate because we were driven by a brilliant and amicable aide. At that point we proceeded
u,ith our adventure to Borobudur.
We touched base there at 4 p.m. At 6 p.m., rve heard the declaration that Borobudur
entryway rvould be closed. In the evening we left Jogjakarta by bus.
21 . What does the third paragraph talk about?
A. They went to Yogya Kraton
B. They rnet kind aide
C. They spent 2 hours in Kraton
D. Thev went to Borobudur afler Kraton
E Thev visited Prambanan
22. Why did they just visit Brahmana and Syiwa ternples?
A, Wisnu temple was being destroyed
B. Wisnu ternple was being repaired
C. Wisnu temple was small
D. Wisnu temple was dirty
E. There was no other temple
18. It is the classical Venetian boat which nowadays is mostly used for tourists, ... (line 8)






23. 'l'hey were truly stunning (line 4).
The word ''They" rel'ers to...
A. Prambanan, Brahmana, Wisnu, Syiwa
B. Brahmana and Syirva
C. Syiwa, Wisnu, Brahmana
D. Wisnu, Syirva, Prambanan
E. Prambanan, Wisnu, Brahmana
25. We were fortunate because we were driven






24. The text mainly discuss about...
A. The writer's trip to Yogyakarta
B. The writer's first visit to Prambanan
C. The writer's impression about the gurde
D. The writer's experience at Yogya Kraton
E. The writer's impression about Borobudur
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Bagian A :Reading Interest
Petunjuk :
I . Angket bertuj uan untuk mengumpulkan data berhubungan dengan penelitian ihniah
2. Angket ini tidak mempengaruhi nilai atau prestasi anda
3. Beri tanda (!tpadajawaban yang dianggap benar dan sesuai dengan pendapat anda
sendiri
4. Cara menjawab pemyataan:
o Pilihlah TP jika anda TIDAK PERNAH melakukan hal rersebur
. Pilihlah JR jika anda JARANG melakukan hal tersebut
o Pilihlah KD jika anda KADANG-KADANG melakukan hal tersebut
o Pilihlah BS jika anda BLA.SANYA melakukan hal tersebut
o Pilihlah SL jika anda SELALU melakukan hal tersebut




I tktn't neetl b read sryne re
I don'l muke d nol( tt
Iusam
Saya menggunakan ivaklu luang
untuk membaca
er r9g9!149




No Pemyataan TP .TR KD BS SL
I Saya perlu meninjau kembali
(rev iew) materi/pelajaran dirumah
I need to retiew learntng malerial al
home
2 Saya tidak mencari inlormasi tentang
materi yang kurang dipahami
3
Saya tidak pernah dipaksa membaca
oleh orang lain melainkan kemauan
saya sendiri
I have never been.ftrced to read by
ketika
someone hut nt desire
eel wltile dotn the task
Saya merasa senang
menyelesaikan tugas
)l ree litrrc lo re
PENGISIAN ANGKET
I don't bokfor the inforntalion ubout
the material which I don't undersland
8 Saya merasa gembira ketika
membaca teks cerita
while readin u,tl{) lextael
9 Saya tidak mempunyai jadwal untuk
kegiatan membaca
I dc;n't huve schedule to do reading
activi
l0 aya menceritakan kepada keluarga
atau teman tentang buku yang saya
baca
I tell my /dmily or /'riends about what
book I lnve read
S
lt Saya perlu membaca pengetahuan
ulnulTl
I need to read I knowle e
ya mengajak teman-teman untuk
mernbuat kelompok mernbaca
I int,ite my .fi.iends to ntake reatling
ro
Sa
13 Saya cenderung melakukan aklivitas










Saya membaca di rurnah sebelum
mempelajari materi baru di sekolah
Saya mendiskusikan tentang apa yang
telah saya baca dengan seseorang
yang lebih menguasai materi tersebut
I discuss about what I have read u,ith
sltnelne v'\rc nutster Lltc
Saya tidak perlu mern
sudah mengetahui suatu hal
I don'| need lo read a/ier knowing
,;onrcthin
Saya menyisihkan waktu
membaca buku di perpustakaan
l7
lul;c my ttm91t 19g9lat ll!ryly
untuk
1
I read at home befbre leorning nev,
material at school
I
t8 Saya merasa jenuh ketika membaca
beberapa buku
l9 Saya tidak rnernpunyai konsentrasi
yang tinggi ketika membaca
I don't have higll concentrution while
reading
20 Saya mengaplikasikan apa yang saya
dapat dari membaca
I apply whut I ltave got front reuding
2.1 Menurut saya rnembaca sangat
dibutuhkan
Ileading is extremely needetl in my
opinion
22 Saya suka bertanya kepada orang lain
daripada mencari sendiri
I prefer asking someone to .finding
myself
23 Menyenangkan bagi saya membaca
buku yang diluar bidang pengetahuan
yang saya miliki
I feel huppy when I read u fuxtk whiclt
is outside oJ my /ield.
24 Saya lebih suka bermain daripada
rnembaca
I prc[er pluying to reuding
25 Saya tidak membaca kembali buku
yang saya baca unluk mengerli
intisarinya
I don't reread a book lo under.sland
the gist
I /bel suturated u,han I read sorne
bookt
Appendix 4
S elf-Effi cacy Que sti onnaire
Pe
Bagian B . Self-Effrcacy
tunjuk :
I . Angket ini bertujuan untuk mengumpulkan data berhubungan dengan penelitian ihniah
2. Angket ini tidak mempengaruhi nilai atau prestasi anda
3. Beri tanda (!) pada jawaban yang dianggap benar dan sesuai dengan pendapat anda
sendiri
.1. Cara rnenjarvab pernyataan:
. Pilihlah SS jika anda SANGAT SETUJU dengan pemyataan tersebut
. Pilihlah Sjika anda SETUJU dengan pernyataan tersebut
o Pilihlah R jika anda RAGU-RAGU dengan pernyataan tersebut
. Pilihlah TS jika anda TIDAK SET[IJU dengan pemyataan rersebut
. Pilihlah STS lika anda SANGAT TIDAK SETUJU dengan pemyaraan
tersebut





i urnsure thut I huve ahilitv to tlo,stlne kintls d'
5
usks in reatlin.g comltrehenston
Ketika seseorang memiliki pendapat yang
berbeda dengan saya, saya tidak bisa menemukan
cara dan .ialan untuk meyakinkan dia bahrva
jawaban saya benar dalam rt,udittg
cotttl:tr a he ns ion
No Pemyataan SS S TS STS
1 Sulit bagi saya untuk berpegang teguh pada
tuj uan dan meraihnya dalam pembelajaran
reading comprehension
It's hard for me to cling the oint ttnd achieve it in




Saya bisa memecahkan rnasalah sulit jika saya
berusaha keras dalam pembelajaran reading
comprehenstott
I can solve the dfficult problem f I try hard in
Saya melatih reading comprehension d,engan
membaca buku Bahasa lnggris di waktu luang
I practtce my reading comprelrcnsion by reading
rcudin ('oln rehens ion





Wltcn someone hus di/Jbrent opinion with me, I
cururtl.firul a wq'to convince hint lltal my answer
reading comprehensknts correcl in
Saya membuat rangkuman setelah membaca teks
Bahasa Inggris
I muke a sttmm er reaLlin En Itsh text
6
7 Saya yakin dapat menjarvab soal sulit dalam tugas
reading comprehension
8 Saya tetap tenang ketika menghadapi masalah,
karena saya bisa mengandalkan pemahaman saya
dalam membaca
I remain calm when facing problem, because I
can counl 0n m CO re hen.snn in re
Saya tidak mencari arti dari kata yang kurang
.familiar setelah saya membaca teks Bahasa
Inggris
I do not search meaning of the word wltich is not
lish textlinr readiIu te
t0 Saya yakin mendapatkan nilai yang bagus ketika
mengerjakan tugas r eud ing cornprehens i on yang
sulit
I believe lhut I get good score when I do dilficult
reading comprehens ion task
u Apabila terdapat banyak kesulitan di dalarn tugas
reading comprelension- saya akan kewalahan
dalarn pengerjaan soal




l Jbel overwhelmed tn
Saya bisa menggunakan Bahasa Inggris diluar
sekolah
I use l'nglt.sh ,tut.s le ,l .r,fux
l3
L--
Saya ragu dapat n,enyelesaikan tugas reading
corttprehenston yang sulit tanpa bantuan dari
teman saya
I .fbel doubt tn .linrshing tli/ficult reading







Saya selalu melakukan yang terbaik dalam14
melakukan tu readin Lo elunsion








I ulways do nry best
compreltension Iask
doing readingtn
l5 Saya mencari beberapa rel'erensi untuk
mendukung bacaan saya
eferences to support my readingI searclt some r
t6 Saya yakin dapat mencentakan apa yang saya
I believe tlrut I can tell what I have read
baca
t7 Saya bisa menemukan strategi yang dapat
membantu saya untuk rnenjawab semua
pertanyaan pada tugas reading comprehension
I can Jind a strateg,whiclt helps me to etlswet in
readrn hension tusk
l8 Saya tidak mengerti teks Bahasa Inggris tanpa
melihat buku yang telah dibaca
I do not ttnderstand Engli.\h text without looking
ctl book er readin
19 Mengerj akan Iugas r e atl i t t g utmp r e h e ns i on y ang
sulit tidak membuat saya cemas
Doing di/ficult reading comprelrcnsion task does
not make me rltLtious
20 Ketika saya dihadapkan rnasalah dengan
redding cotnprehension, saya tidak
memikirkan solusinya
Wen facing problem in reading cornprehension
I can nol tltink of ihe .n[utbntask,
tugas
bisa
Saya mendiskusikan pemikiran saya dengan
teman tentang tugas reucling utnrpreltansion
I discurs my perspectNe with /iiend,\ about
reading comprehension task
21
22 Saya yakin dapat memahami intisari dari apa
yang saya baca
I believe thal I can understund the gist .fiom v'hat
I haye reuLl
], Saya trendorongimemotivasi diri sava ketika
berhadapan dengan kesulitan dalamtugas rc ding
ctnnprehansitn
I enuturage myself whik: licrng tlilfculties in
rc atlin L() rehenston task
Saya melatih Bahasa Inggris sa].a dengan teman24
setelah m tkan bela aran
I pruclice my linglish with friends afler getting
lesson
Appendix 5
Result of Students' Reading
Comprehension Test
The Rabbit and the Turtle
One day a rabbit was boasting about how fast he could run. He was laughing at the turtle for
being so slow.
Much to the rabbit's surprise, the turtle challenged him to a race. The rabbit thought this
rvas a goodjoke and accepted the challenge. The lox was to be the umpire ofthe race. As the
race began, thc rabbit raced way ahead ofthe turtle, just like everyone thought.
The rabbit got to the halfrvay point and could not see the turtle anyrvhere. He was hot and
tired and decided to stop and take a short nap. All this time the turtle kept walking step by step
by step. He never quit no matter how hot or tired he got. He just kept going.
Horvever, the rabbit slept longer than he had thought and woke up. He could not see the
turtle anywherel He went at full-speed to the finish line, but found the turtle there waiting for
him.
1 . What is the main idea of the second paragraph?
A: Much to the rabbit's surprise, the turtle challenged him to a race
B. The rabbit thought this was a good joke and accepted the challenge
C. The fox was to be the umpire of the race
D. As the race began, the rabbit raced way ahead of the turtle, just like everyone
thought
E. However, the rabbit slept longer than he had thought and woke up
2. What did the turtle do when the rabbit took a nap?
fiL The turtle laughed at the rabbit
\The turtle challenged him to race
G. The turtle also slept
D. The turtle kept walking step by step by step
E. The turtle stood still
3. He went at full-speed to the finish line






4. What oan be inferred from the text?
\Uetp someone who needs something
B. Do not underestimate someone by his ability
Cl. Make a ftiend with someone you like
D Appreciate people's work
t Do u haler er you want
5. The lox was to be the umnire of the race









Long, long ago, when the gods and goddesses used to mingle in the affairs of rnortals, there
was a small kingdom on the slope ol Mount Wayang in West Java. The King, named Sang
Prabu, was a wise man. He had an only daughter, called Princess Teja Nirmala, who was
famous lor her beauty but she rvas not married.
One dhy Sang Prabu made up his mind to settle the matter by a show of strength. After that,
Prince of Blambangan, named Raden Begawan had won the competition. Unfortunately, the
wicked fairy, Princess Segara fell in love with Raden Begawan and used magic power to render
him unconscious and he forgot his wedding.
When Sang Prabu was searching, Raden Begawan saw him and soon rcalized that he had
been enchanted by the wicked fairy. The fairy could not accept this, so she killed Raden
Begawan. When Princess Teja Nirmala heard this, she was very sad. So a nice fairy took her
to the Kahyangan.
6. What is the main idea of the third paragraph?
A. The fairy could not accept this, so she killed Raden Begau'an
B. When Princess Teja Nirmala heard this, she was very sad
C. One day Sang Prabu made up his mind to settle the matter by a show of strength
\ wtren Sang Prabu rvas searching, Raden Begawan saw him and soon realized that
he had been enchanted by the wicked fairy
E. Long, long ago, when the gods and goddesses used to mingle in the affairs of
mortals
7. Which one of the lollowing statements is false about Sang Prabu?
A. Sang Prabu was a father of his only daughter
B. Sang Prabu rvas taken to Kahyangan by a wicked fairy
C. Sang Prabu was a king of a kingdotr in West Java
/. SangPrabu was a wise man
E. Sang Prabu did not have a son
8. So a nice fairy took her to the Kahyangan. (line l1). The word "her" in the sentence
retbrs to. ..
\The wicked fairy




9. What is the purpose that can be inferred from the text?
A. Tell past events
B, Amuse the readers
/. Describe someone/something
D. Report an event to the readers
E. Inform the readers about events ofthe dav







I l. What is the rnain idea ofthe second paragraph?
A. Majority ethnic groups in Singapore are Chinese, Malay, and lndian
B. Singapore Independence Day was on the 9th ofAugust 1965
C. Singapore is a South-East Asian country located between Malaysia and Indonesia
D. Singapore is known for its transition as a third-world country to the first-rvorld
country
E. Singapore is home to 5.6 million people *ith a diverse culture
12. Which one ofthe following statements is true about Singapore?
A. Singapore is as big as Indonesia
B. Liberty Statue is the offrcial mascot of Singapore
*C. Singapore ts a North-East Asian courtry
\ Singapore is known as rhe Asian Tiger economy
E' Malav, Indian and Thai are the majority ethnic goup in Singapore
..., based on its external trade and workforce (line 3)
The word "its" refers to...
\ Asian Tiger
B. Singapore






Singapore is a south-East Asian country located between Malaysia and Indonesia. Despite
its small size, Singapore is known for its transition as a third-world country to the frsiworld
country. Singapore also is known as the Asian Tiger economy, based on itj extemal trade and
workforce. Singapore size is not as big as Indonesia, but the city ranks highly in numerous
international rankings for its education, entertainment, finance, healthcare, human capital,
innovation, logistics, manufacturing, technology, tourism, hade, and transport.
Singapore is home to 5.6 million peopie with a diverse culture. Majority ethnic groups in
Singapore are chinese, Malay, and lndian. singapore Independence Day was on de 9ih of
August 1965. Merlion Statue is the offrcial mascot of Singapore. singapore is famous for its
Garden by the Bay, Marina Bay Sands, dan Orchard Road.
-l
E. Malay
14. The text mainly describes
The location of Singapore




15. ,.., but the city ranks highly in @!@C international ranliings for its education,






Venice is a city in northern Italy. It has been known as the "Queen of the Adriatic", "City
ofBridges", and "The City ofLight". The city stretches across 1 17 small islands in the marshy
Venetian Lagoon along the Adriatic Sea in northeast Italy.
Venice is world famous for its canals. It is built on an archipelago of 117 islands formed
by about 150 canals in a shallow lagoon. The islands on which the city is built are connected
by about 400 bridges. In the old centre, the canals serve the function of roads, and every fonn
oftransport is on water or on foot.
You can ride gondola there. It is the classical Venetian boat which nowadays is mostly
used lor tourists, or weddings, funerals, or other ceremonies. Now, most Venetians travel by
motorised waterbuses which ply regular routes along the major canals and between the city's
islands. The city has many private boats. The only gondolas still in common used by Venetians
are the Traghetti, foot passenger ferries crossing the Grand Canal at certain points without
bridges.
16. What is the main idea ofthe second paragraph?
A. Venice is a city in northern Italy
B-... Venice is world famous tbr its canals
C. It is built on an archipelago of 1 17 islands formed by about 150 canals in a shallow
lagoon.
D . In the old centre, the canals serve the function of roads, and every form of transport
is on water or on foot
E. It is the classical Venetian boat rvhich nowadays is mostly used for tourists, or
rveddings, funerals. or othcr ceremonies
17. Which one of the follorving statements is false about Venice?
A. Venice is known as "The City otlight"
B. Venice is connected by about I l7 bridges.
C. Traghetti is usual gondola that is used by Venetians
\ Shallorv lagoon has 150 canals












20. The canals serve the function of roads,






Last holiday my family and I went to Jogjakarta. We stayed at Morison Hotel which is not
a long way from Malioboro.
On Friday, we went to the sanctuaries in Prambanan. There were three major temples, the
Brahmana, Syirva and Wisnu. They were truly stunning. We went by just Brahmana and Syiwa
temple because Wisnu temple was being remodeled.
On Saturday moming we went to Yogya Kraton. We spent around two hours there. We were
lortunate because we were driven by a brilliant and amicable aide. At that point we proceeded
with our adventure to Borobudur.
We touched base there at 4 p-m. At 6 p.m., we heard the declaration that Borobudur
entryway would be closed. In the evening we left Jogjakarta by bus.
2 1 . What does the third paragraph talk about?
\ fney wenl to Yogya Kraton
B' Thev met kind aide
C. They spent 2 hours in Kraton
D. 1'hey went to Borobudur after Kraton
E They visited Prambanan
22. Why did they just visit Brahmana and Syiwa temples?
A. Wisnu temple r.las being destroyed
\ Wisnu ternple was being repaired
C. Wisnu temple rvas small
1). Wisnu temple rvas dirty
ij. fhere rvas no other temple
18, It is the classical Venetian boat which nowadays is mostly used for tourists, ... (line 8)






23. They were truly stunning (line 4).
The word "They" refers to...
A. Prambanan, Brahmana, Wisnu, Syiwa
B. Brahmana and Syiwa
\ Syiwa. Wisnu, Bralrmana
D.' Wisnu. Syiwa, Prambanan
E. Prambanan, Wisnu, Brahmana
24. The text mainly discuss about...
\ the uriter's trip to Yogyakanc
B.' The writer's first visit to Prarnbanan
C. The witer's impression about the guide
D. The writer's experience at Yogya Kraton
E. The w ter's impression about Borobudur
25. We were fortunate because we were driven..






The Rabbit and the I'urtle
One day a rabbit was boasting about how tast he could run. He rvas laughing at the turtle for
being so slow.
Much to the rabbit's surprise, the turtle challenged him to a race. The rabbit thought this
was a good joke and accepted the challenge. The lox rvas to be the umpire ofthe race. As the
race began, the rabbit raced way ahead ofthe turtle, just like everyone thought.
The rabbit got to the halfrvay point and could not see the turtle an).where. He tvas hot and
tired and decided to stop and take a short nap. Al1 this time the turtle kept walking step by step
by step. He never quit no matter how hot or tired he got. He just kept going.
However, the rabbit slept longer than he had thought and woke up. He could not see the
turtle anywhere! He went at full-speed to the finish line, but found the turtle there waiting for
him.
1. What is the main idea of the second paragraph?
A. Much to the rabbit's surprise, the turtle challenged him to a race
/N The rabbit thought this was a good joke and accepted the challenge
C. The fox was to be the umpire of the race
D. As the race began, the rabbit raced way ahead of the turtle, just
thought
E. However, the rabbit slept longer than he had thought and woke up
like everyone
2. What did the turtle do when the rabbit took a nap?
The turtle laughed at the rabbit
The turtle challenged him to race
The turtle also slept
The turt1e kept walking step by step by step
The turtle stood still
3. He went at full-speed to the finish line






4. What can be intbned tiorn the text?
Help someone who needs sornething
Do not underestimate someone by his ability
Make a friend with someone you like
Appreciate people's rvork












Long, long ago, when the gods and goddesses used to mingle in the aflairs of rnortals, there
was a small kingdom on the slope of Mount Wayang in West Java. The King, named Sang
Prabu, was a wise man. He had an only daughter, called Princess Teja Nirmala, who was
famous for her beauty but she was not married.
One day Sang Prabu made up his mind to settle the matter by a show of strength. After that,
Prince of Blambangan, named Raden Begawan had won the competition. Unforhrnately, the
wicked fairy, Princess Segara fell in love with Raden Begawan and used magic power to ienCer
him unconscious and he forgot his wedding.
When Sang Prabu was searching, Raden Begawan saw him and soon realized that he had
been enchanted by the wicked fairy. The fairy could not accept this, so she killed Raden
Begawan. When Princess Teja Nirmala heard this, she was very sad. So a nice fairy took her
to the Kahyangan.
6. What is the main idea of the third paragraph?
/ The fairy could not accept this, so she kilted Raden Begawan
B. When Princess Teja Nirmala heard this, she was very sad
C. One day Sang Prabu made up his mind to settle the matter by a shou.of strength
D. When Sang Prabu was searching, Raden Begawan saw him and soon realized that
he had been enchanted by the wicked fairy
E. Long, long ago, when the gods and goddesses used to mingle in the affairs of
mortals
7. Which one of the following statements is false about Sang Prabu?
X. Sang Prabu was a father of his only daughter
B. Sang Prabu rvas taken to Kahyangan by a wicked fairy
C. Sang Prabu was a king of a kingdorn in West Java
D. Sang Prabu was a wise man
E. Sang Prabu did not have a son
8. So a nice fairy took her to the Kahyangan. (line 11). The rvord "her" in the sentence











5. The fox was to be the umnire of the race.






9. What is the purpose that can be infened from the text?
7X Tell past events
B. Amuse the readers
C. Describe someone/something
D. Report an event to the readers
E. Inform the readers about events of the dav








Singapore is a south-East Asian country located between Malaysia and Indonesia. Despite
its small size, Singapore is known for its transition as a third-world country to the first-world
country. Singapore also is known as the Asian Tiger economy, based on its extemal trade and
lvorkforce. Singapore size is not as big as Indoriesia. but the city ranks?iglty in g.rserorrs
in-t-ernational rankings for its education, entertainrnent, finance, healthcare, human capital,
innovation, logistics, manufacturing, technology, tourism, trade, and transport.
singapore is home to 5.6 million people with a diverse culture. Majority ethnic groups in
Singapore are Chinese, Malay, and lndian. Singapore Independence Day was on the 9th of
August 1965- Merlion Statue is the official mascot of singapore. Singapore is famous for its
Garden by the Bay, Marina Bay Sands, dan Orchard Road.
1 i . What is the rnain idea of the second paragraph?
A. Majority ethnic groups in Singapore are Chinese, Malay, and Indian
B. Singapore Independence Day was on the 9th ofAugust 1965
C. Singapore is a South-East Asian country located between Malaysia and Indonesia
D Singapore is knor.vn for ils transition as a third-rvorld country to the first-rvorld
country
Ei Singapore is home to 5.6 million people with a diverse culture
12. Which one of the following statements is true about Singapore?
A. Singapore is as big as Indonesia'
B Liberty Statue is the official mascot of Singapore
C Srngapore is a North-East Asian counlry
B. Singapore is knourr as lhc Asian Tigcr ecouoml
E. Malay, lndian and Thai are the majority ethnic group in Singapore
13 ... , based on !!s extemal trade and workforce (line 3)
The word "its" refers to...
A. Asian Tiger
.d Singapo."
C. South-L.ast Asian Countrr
D. Economy
E. Malay
14. The texr mainly describes...
A. The location of Singapore
B. Majority ethnics in Singapore
C. Economy of Singapore
f Singapore country
E. The Independence Day
15. ..., but the city ranks highly in ryg international rankings lor its education,






Venice is a city in northern Italy. It has been known as the "Queen ofthe Adriatic", "City
ofBridges", and "The City ofLight". The city stretches across 117 small islands inthe marshy
Venetian Lagoon along the A&iatic Sea in northeast ltaly.
Venice is world famous for its canals. It is built on an archipelago of 117 islands formed
by about 150 canals in a shallow lagoon. The islands on which the city is built are connected
by about 400 bridges. In the old centre, the canals serve the frrnction ofroads, and every fonn
of transport is on water or on foot.
You can ride gondola there. It is the classical Venetian boat which nowadays is mostly
used for tourists, or weddings, funerals, or other ceremonies. Now, most Venetians travel by
motorised waterbuses which ply regular routes along the major canals and between the city's
islands. The city has many private boats. The only gondolas still in common used by Venetians
are the Traghetti, foot passenger ferries crossing the Grand Canal at certain points without
bridges.
'16. What is the main idea of the second paragraph?
A. Venice is a city in northern ltaly I
,( Venice is world famous for its canals "
C. It is built on an archipelago of 1 17 islands formed by about 150 canals in a shallow
lagoon.'
D. In the old centre, the canals serve the function of roads, and every form of transport
is on water or on foot
E. It is the classical Venetian boat which nowadays is rnostly used lor tourists' or
r,veddings, funerals, or other ceremonies
17. Which one of the following statements is false about Venice?
A. Venice is known as "The City of Lighf'
B. Venice is connected by about l17bridges.
C. Traghetli is usual gondola that is used by Venctians
,zf Shullo* lagool has 150 canals.
E. Venice has many personal boats
18. It is the classical Venetian boat which nowadavs is mostly used for tourists, ... (line 8)












20. The canals serve the function of roads,







Last holiday my family and I went to Jogjakarta. we stayed at Morison Hotel which is not
a long way from Malioboro.
On Friday, we went to the sanctuaries in Prambanan. There were three major temples, the
Brahmana, Syiwa and Wisnu. They were truly stunning. We went by just Brahmana and Syirva
ternple because Wisnu temple was being remodeled.
On Saturday morning we went to Yogya Kraton. We spent around two hours there_ We were
fortunate because we were driven by a brilliant and amicable aide- At that point we proceeded
with our adventure to Borobudur.
We touched base there at 4 p.m. At 6 p.m., rve heard the declaration that Borobudur
entryway would be closed. In the evening we left Jogjakarta by bus.
21 . What does the third paragraph talk about?
A. They went to Yogya Kraton
B. They met kind aide
C. They spent 2 hours in Kraton
)X 'I'hey went to Borobudur after Kraton
E. They visited Prambanan
22. Why did they just visit Brahmana and Sviu,a temples?
Wisnu ternple was being destroyed
Wisnu tertple rvas being repaired
Wisnu temple was small
Wisnu ternple was dirty





23. They were truly stunning (line 4).
The word "They" refers to...
A. Prambanan, Brahmana, Wisnu, Syiwa
B. Brahmana and Syiwa
/. Syiwa, Wisnu, Brahmana
D. Wisnu. Syiwa, Prambanan
E. Prambanan, Wisnu, Brahmana
24. The text rnainly discuss about...
A. The rvriter's trip to Yogyakarta
,8. tne writer's first visit to Prambanan
C. The writer's impression about the guide
D. The writer's experience at Yogya Kraton
E. The writer's impression about Borobudur
25. We were fortunate because we were driven...







Result of Students' Reading
Interest Questionnaire
fil,y 41 ftAsv L
Pet
O\
Bagian A : Reading Interest
unjuk :
1. Angket bertujuan untuk mengumpulkan data berhubungan dengan penelitian ilmiah
2. Angket ini tidak mempengaruhi nilai atau prestasi anda
3. Beri tanda ({) pada jawaban yang dianggap benar dan sesuai dengan pendapat anda
sendiri
4 . Cara menjawab pemyataan:
. Pilihlah TP jika anda TIDAK PERNAH melakukan hal tersebut
. Pilihlah JR jika anda JARANG melakukan hal tersebut
o Pilihlah KD jika anda KADANC,-KADANG melakukan hal tersebut
o Pilihlah BS jika anda BIASANYA melakukan hal tersebut




Saya tidak membuat catatan setelah
membaca
Saya tidak perlu membaca dari
beberapa referensi
Saya merasa gernbira ketika
membaoa teks cerita
Saya tidak mempunyai jadrval untuk
kegiatan membaoa
Saya menceritakan kepada keluarga
atau telnan tentang buku yang saya
baoa
0
No. Pernyataan TP JR KD BS SL
1 Saya perlu meninjau kembali
(review) materi/pelaj aran dirumah
Saya tidak mencari informasi tentang
materi yang kurang dipahami
J Saya rnerasa senang
menyelesaikan tugas
ketika
4 Saya tidak pemah dipaksa membaca
oleh orang lain melainkan kemauan
saya sendiri









tP JK vA 9s 5t
t1 Saya perlu membaca pengetahuan
umunl
Saya mengaj ak teman-teman untuk
membuat kelompok membaca
13 Saya cenderung melakukan aktivitas
selain membaca untuk bersenang-
senang
14 Saya mernbaca di rumah sebelum
mempelajari materi baru di sekolah
15 Saya mendiskusikan tentang apa yang
telah saya baca dengan seseorang
yang lebih menguasai materi tersebut
l6 Saya tidak perlu membaca ketika
sudah mengetahui suatu hal
t7 Saya menyisihkan waklu untuk
membaca buku di perpustakaan
l8
19 Saya tidak mempunyai konsentrasi
yang tinggi ketika membaca








Menyenangkan bagi saya membaca
buku yang diluar bidang pengetahuan
yang saya miliki
Saya lebih suka bermain daripada
membaca
Saya tidak membaca kembali buku




Saya merasa jenuh ketika membaca
beberapa buku




Ndrna , C* 6rhar crh6 1rt6q6.
t(?ut : x. nt J .
Pet
Bagian A . Reading Interest
unjuk :
1 . A-ngket bertujuan untuk mengumpulkan data berhubungan dengan penelitian ilmiah
2. Angket ini tidak mempengaruhi nilai atau prestasi anda
3. Beri tanda (!) pada jawaban yang dianggap benar dan sesuai dengan pendapat anda
sendiri
4. Cara menjarvab pemyataan:
. Pilihlah TP jika anda TIDAK PERNAH melakukan hal tersebut
o Pilihlah JR jika anda JARANG melakukan hal tersebut
. Pilihlah KD.iika anda KADANG-KADANG melakukan hal tersebut
. Pitihlah BS jika anda BIASANYA melakukan hal tersebut
. Pilihtah SL jika anda SELALU melakukan hal tersebut
5









9 Sala tidak rnetnpunyai jadrval untuk
kegiatan membaca
Saya menoeritakan kepada keluarga
atau teman tentang buku yang saya
baca
10
No Pemyataan TP JR KD BS SL
1 Saya perlu meninjau kembali
(review) materi/pelaj aran dirumah
2 Saya tidak mencari informasi tentang
materi yang kurang dipahami
J Saya merasa senang
menyelesaikan tugas
ketika
4 Saya tidak pemah dipaksa membaca
oleh orang lain melainkan kemauan
saya sendiri





Saya tidak membuat catatan setelah
membaca
l1 Saya perlu membaca pengetahuan
umum
12 Saya mengajak teman-teman untuk
membuat kelompok membaca
13 Saya cenderung melakukan aldivitas
selain membaca untuk bersenang-
senang
Saya mernbaca di rumah sebelum
mempelajari materi baru di sekolah
Saya mendiskusikan tentang apa yang
telah saya baca dengan seseorang
yang lebih menguasai materi tersebut
t6 Saya tidak perlu membaca ketika
sudah mengetahui suatu hal
17 Saya menyisihkan waklu untuk
membaca buku di perpustakaan
t8 Saya merasa jenuh ketika membaca
beberapa buku
l9 Saya tidak mempunyai konsentrasi
yang tinggi ketika membaca V.
20 Saya mengaplikasikan apa vang saya
dapat dari membaca
2L






Menyenangkan bagi saya rnembaca
buku yang diluar bidang pengetahuan
yang saya miliki
Sa1,a lebih suka bermain danpada
rnembaca
Saya tidak membaca kembali buku








S elf-Effi cacy Que stionnaire
Pet
Bagian B : Self-Efficacy
unjuk :
1. Angket ini bertuj uan untuk mengumpulkan data berhubungan dengan penelitian ilmiah
2. Angket ini tidak mempengaruhi nilai atau prestasi anda
3. Beri tanda (!) pada jawaban yang dianggap benar dan sesuai dengan pendapat anda
sendiri
4. Cara menjawab pemyataan:
o Piliirlah SS jika anda SANGAT SETUJU dengan pemyataan tersebut
. Pilihlah S jika anda SETUJU dengan pernyataan tersebut
. Pilihlah R jika anda RAGU-RAGU dengan pemyataan tersebut
o Pilihlah TS jika anda TIDAK SETUJU dengan pemyataan tersebut
. Pilihlah STS jika anda SA-IIGAT TIDAK SETUJU dengan pemyataantersebut{q3zr
4
5
6 Saya membuat rangkuman setelah membaca teks
Bahasa lnggris
Saya yakin dapat meqjawab soal sulit dalam tugas
r e a d tn g c ct mp r e h e ns ict n
Saya tetap tenang ketika menghadapi masalah,
karena saya bisa mengandalkan pemahaman saya
dalam membaca
Pernyataan SS S R TS STS
I Sulit bagi saya untuk berpegang teguh pada




Saya bisa rnemecahkan masalah sulit jika saya
berusaha keras dalam pembelajaran reading
compreltension
Saya melatih reading comprehension dengan
membaca buku Bahasa Inggris di waktu luang
Saya yakin memiliki kemampuan
mengerjakan beberapa macam tugas
reading comprehension
Ketika seseorang rnemiliki pendapat yang
berbeda dengan saya, saya tidak bisa menemukan
cara dan jalan untuk meyakinkan dia bahrva











ss t (\ 1s 11\
9 Saya tidak mencari arti dari kata yang kurang
familiar setelah saya membaca teks Bahasa
Saya yakin mendapatkan nilai yang bagus ketika
mengerjakan tugas reading comprehension ya.ng
sulit
11 Apabila terdapat banyak kesulitan di dalam tugas
reuding contprehension, saya akan kewalahan
dalam pengerjaan soal
12 Saya bisa menggunakan Bahasa Inggris diluar
sekolah
13 Saya ragu dapat menyelesaikan tugas reading
comprehension yang sulit tanpa bantuan dari
teman saya
l4 Saya selalu melakukan yang terbaik dalam
melakukan tugas reading comprehension
l5 Saya mencari beberapa referensi untuk
mendukung bacaan saya
.../
16 Saya yakin dapat menceritakan apa yang saya
baca
l7 Saya bisa menemukan strategi yang dapat
membantu saya untuk menjawab semua
pe(anyaan pada ttgas reading comprehension J
l8
19
Saya tidak mengerti teks Bahasa Inggris tanpa
rnelihat buku yang telah dibaca
Mengerjakan tugas reading comprehension yang




Ketika saya dihadapkan masalah dengan tugas
reatling atmprehension, saya tidak bisa
memikirkan solusinya
Saya mendiskusikan pernikiran saya dengan
teman tentang tu gas reading comprehenstott
Saya yakin dapat memahami intisari dari apa




11 Saya mendorong/memotivasi diri saya ketika
berhadapan dengan kesulitan dalafii tugas reuding
comprehenston
24 Saya melatih Bahasa lnggris saya dengan teman
setelah mendapatkan pembelajaran
Bagian B : Self-Efficacy
Petunjuk :
L Angket ini bertujuan untuk mengumpulkan data berhubungan dengan penelitian ilmiah
2. Angket ini tidak mempengaruhi nilai atau prestasi anda
3. Beri tanda ({) pada jawaban yang dianggap benar dan sesuai dengan pendapat anda
sendiri
4 . Cara menjawab pemyataan:
. Pilihlah SS jika anda SANGAT SETUJU dengan pernyataan tersebut
o Pilihlah S jika anda SETUJU dengan pernyataan tersebut
. Pilihlah R jika anda RAGU-RAGU dengan pernyataan tersebut
o Pilihlah TS jika anda TIDAK SETUJU dengan pemyataan tersebut
o Pilihlah STS jika anda SANGAT TIDAK SETUJU dengan pemyataan
tersebut
Saya membual rangkuman setelah membaca teks
Bahasa lnggris





t Saya tetap tenang ketika menghadapi masalalr,
karena saya bisa rnengandalkan pemahaman saya
dalanr membaca
Pemyataan SS S R STS
I Sulit bagi saya untuk berpegang teguh pada
tujuan dan meraihnya dalam pembelajaran
reading comprehension
Saya bisa memecahkan masalah sulit jika saya
berusaha keras dalam pembelalaran reading
comprehension
2
J Saya melatih reading comprehension dengan
membaca buku Bahasa Inggris di rvaktu luang
Saya yakin memiliki kemampuan
mengerjakan beberapa macam tugas
re ud t n g c o rnpr e hens ion
untuk
dalam
Ketika seseorang memiliki pendapat yang
berbeda dengan saya, saya tidak bisa menemukan
cara dan jalan untuk meyakinkan dia bahrva




9 Saya tidak mencari arti dari kata yang kurang 
]
fonrlrur setelah saya membaca teks Bahasa
Inggris
10 Saya yakin mendapatkan nilai yang bagus ketika
mengerjakan tugas reading comprehension yang
sulit
l1 Apabila terdapat banyak kesulitan di dalarr tugas
reuding comprehension. saya akan kewalahan
dalam pengerjaan soal
12
13 Saya ragu dapat menyelesalkan tugas reading
comprehension yang sulit tanpa bantuan dari
teman saya
t4 Saya selalu melakukan yang terbaik dalam
melakukan tugas r ead ing comprehens io n
15 Saya mencari beberapa referensi untuk
mendukung bacaan saya
t6 Saya yakin dapat menceritakan apa yang saya
baca
17
l8 Saya tidak mengerti teks Bahasa Inggris tanpa
melihat buku yang telah dibaca
Mengedakan tugas reading compreltensron yang
sulit tidak membuat saya cemas
19
20 Ketika saya dihadapkan masalah dengan tugas







Saya yakin dapat memahami intisari dari apa
yang saya baca
Saya bisa menggunakan Bahasa Inggris diluar
sekolah
Saya bisa menemukan strategi yang dapat
membantu saya untuk menjawab semua
pertanyaan pada tugas reading comprehension
Saya mendiskusikan pernikiran saya dengan
teman tentang tu gas reading contprehension
23 Saya mendorong/memotivasi diri saya ketika
berhadapan dengan kesulitan dalam tugas reading
comprehension
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KARTU KONTROL MENGIKUTI SEMINAR TESIS/DISERTASI
PRQGRAM PASCASARJANA UIN SULTAN SYARIF KASIM RIAU
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